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his year’s tax season was one for the
ages, according to practitioners at
firms across the state, who were faced
not only with an entirely new tax landscape,
but also government shutdowns, software issues and a number of other headaches, as they
worked their way through the 2019 busy season.
One of the main challenges cited by practitioners this year was in implementing the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act’s (TCJA) numerous provisions. The 2017 legislation created dramatic
changes in the tax code, such as the elimination of most personal deductions, the introduction of new business tax credits and revised
rules regarding international taxation.
Barry S. Kleiman, a tax principal at Untracht Early LLC, and a member of the Taxation of Individuals Committee, said that
before even implementing any of these new
rules, he needed to make sure that clients fully understood what doing so would actually
mean.
“So, the corporate tax rate went down,” he
said, leading many of his clients to say, “We
should be a corporation!” But, Kleiman would
explain, “You’ve got to think about the double
taxation issues and other things.”

Reaching a milestone: Ita M. Rahilly (front row, third from left) became the NYSSCPA’s 100th president at “An Evening of Celebration with
the 100th President,“ on May 29 at The University Club in Manhattan. With her were some of her colleagues from RBT CPAS, LLP: back row
(l-r): Davide DiGenova, Michael A. Turturro, Robert R. Marchione, Susan L. Howell and Steven E. Howell; front row (l-r): Tanya K. Bramble,
Jonathan F. Rouis, Lorraine Barton, Tonia A. Crown and Paul A. Rouis.

Society honors past leaders and
looks ahead, at installation dinner
By RUTH SINGLETON
Trusted Professional Staff

O

n May 29, the NYSSCPA hosted
“An Evening of Celebration with
the 100th President,” to honor
Ita M. Rahilly, who became the 100th
president of the Society, succeeding Jan C.
Herringer. The dinner took place at The
University Club in Manhattan.
As the event celebrated the Society’s
leadership throughout its 122-year history, 11 past presidents were in attendance:
Stuart Kessler (1984–1985); Arthur
I. Gordon (1993–1994); Marilyn A.
Pendergast (1994–1995), the first
woman to serve as president; Alan E.

Weiner (1999–2000); Jo Ann Golden
(2002–2003); David A. Lifson (2007–
2008); Sharon Sabba Fierstein (2008–
2009); J. Michael Kirkland (2013–2014);
Scott M. Adair (2014–2015); F. Michael
Zovistoski (2016–2017); and Harold L.
Deiters III (2017–2018). During the evening, a video showing the photos of each
of the past presidents ran on a loop, and
the tables were named after some of the
more prominent past presidents.
Rahilly spoke about the Society’s
first president, Charles Waldo Haskins
(1897–1903), who helped pass legislation
to regulate the public accounting profession in New York City and played a major
role in the 1900 founding of the School

of Commerce, Accounts and Finance of
New York University—the first university accounting program in America. She
also spoke about her plans for the coming year, which include launching an inaugural NYSSCPA Leadership Institute
for NextGen members, hosting a member
innovation challenge and holding a statewide membership event upstate.
In addition to Rahilly, the NYSSCPA
installed the 2019–2020 slate of officers
and directors. Their names can be found at
nysscpa.org/governance.
Walter J. Smith, the president and CEO
of the National Association of Black AcContinued on page 12
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PRESIDENT'S COMMENTARY

Looking ahead
to my year as
100th president

I

t is my privilege and honor to be the incoming president, the 100th president, of
the New York State Society of CPAs. I
never thought I would be 100—it feels great.
In 1897, Charles Waldo Haskins became
the first president of the NYSSCPA. He
served in this role for six years, until 1903—
the longest any individual has served as president of our Society. As our first president,
Haskins was a strong advocate of accounting standards, and he lectured widely on accounting history and methods. He described
the public accountant as “the consulting
physician of finance and commerce.”
Haskins was heavily involved in creating the legislation and bodies that defined
the first certified public accountant qualifications in the nation for New York state,
which were later emulated throughout the
United States. He played a major role in the
1900 founding of the School of Commerce,
Accounts and Finance at New York Universtiy, the first university accounting program
in America.
We all owe a debt to Charles Waldo
Haskins for the foundation he laid for our
profession and for our State Society.
As the Society’s new president, I would
like to introduce myself. I am the youngest
of Martin Rahilly Sr. and Ellen Brennan
Rahilly’s five children. I was raised in Poughquag, a small town in Dutchess County.
There were two people I knew while
growing up who influenced my decision to
pursue a career in the accounting profession,
and those individuals were Jim DeWitt and
Cathy Strack. Jim DeWitt worked in the
tax department of General Foods in White
Plains, and Cathy Stack, who earned her
accounting degree while raising a family,
became the comptroller of our town. Neither one was a CPA. They were accountants,
and their work involved math, which was

something I was really good with. But Jim
DeWitt and Cathy Strack were much more
than accountants to me. They were present,
they were ready to help, and they were the
same people no matter who was in the room.
We all know people who have influenced us,
and many do not even know they have done
so.
Largely because of the influence of these
two people, I decided to pursue a career in
accounting, and I have been in public accounting since graduating from the University of Notre Dame. My last 20 years have
been with RBT CPAs, LLP, formerly known
as Vanacore, DeBenedictus, DiGovanni &
Weddell, LLP.
My firm has always been supportive of the
NYSSCPA, and many of my partners and
team members have been involved at the
Mid Hudson Chapter level as well as at the
state level.
The Society plays a crucial role in advocating for the profession, and as president, I
would like to share some of our plans for the
coming year. We are living in an ever-changing world and working in an ever-evolving
profession, and the Society must continue to
adapt to this new environment.
This July, at the Leadership Conference, we will be launching our inaugural
NYSSCPA Leadership Institute, a program
that will bring 20 of our NextGen members
together to hone their leadership skills while
meeting and networking with their peers as
well as with the Society’s leadership team.
Through innovation challenges with different constituents of our membership, we will
be exploring ways to transform the services
we provide as well as the delivery methods for
doing so.
While many of our events are held in
Manhattan, in the coming year, we will be
holding a statewide membership event up-
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state so that members who are not able to
come to Manhattan have an opportunity to
participate.
We will continue to pursue our legislative
agenda; one of the items is very near and dear
to my heart—electronic signatures for efile
authorizations. On May 14, during Lobby
Day in Albany, we approached our Assembly members and senators with a bill that was
introduced in both chambers and that was
passed by the Senate. We also lobbied for two
more bills: one that would prohibit municipalities from compensating private auditors
on a contingent fee basis, and another that
would allow non-CPAs to own a minority
stake in a New York CPA firm. While none
of these bills passed both chambers during
the legislative session that just ended, we will
intensify our efforts next year.
I mentioned at the start that it is an honor
and a privilege to be the 100th president of
the NYSSCPA. It is also quite humbling to
serve in this role and to follow those who
have come before. I would not be able to
serve in this capacity if it were not for the
support of my partners and my team members at RBT CPAs. During this past year, I
have had the privilege and honor of working
with and getting to know Jan C. Herringer,
our Society’s 99th president. Jan has served
our Society as a forward-thinking, tireless,
practical, rock-solid, hands-on leader. Our
Society should be eternally grateful to and
for Jan Herringer.
In the coming year, I am looking forward
to serving as your president and working
with Ed Arcara as president-elect; Barbara
Bel, Joe Maffia, Rene Rampulla and Denise
Stefano as vice presidents; Kevin Matz as
secretary/treasurer; and our entire board.
president@nysscpa.org

Nominating Committee seeks members for 2020
By KEVIN MATZ
NYSSCPA Secretary/Treasurer

A

re you interested in helping to select next year’s NYSSCPA Board
of Directors? If so, consider serving on the Society’s Nominating Committee.
This year's 11-person Nominating Committee will be recommending a president-elect; four vice presidents; a secretary/
treasurer; five at-large directors; and directors
from the Adirondack, Nassau, Rochester,
Staten Island and Suffolk chapters. These
nominees are then presented to the membership in a proxy ballot that is sent out in April.
Under Article IX of the Society’s bylaws,
the CPA membership-at-large fills nine

Nominating Committee positions, and the
Board of Directors designates the remaining two members. The NYSSCPA bylaws
can be found online at nysscpa.org/bylaws.

Nominations process
To be nominated for the Nominating
Committee, petitions with original signatures must be received on or before 5 p.m.
(Eastern Time) on Friday, Aug. 9, 2019,
and shall be sent to: NYSSCPA Secretary/
Treasurer, 14 Wall Street, 19th Floor, New
York, NY 10005. Copies of the Nominating Committee petition can be downloaded online.
Petition signers are limited to signing
only one petition, and signatures of members signing multiple petitions will be dis-

regarded on all petitions they sign. Signers
must also certify that the nominee would
serve if elected. Petitions must be signed
by at least 10 CPA members (other than
the nominee), all of whom have been CPA
members for at least five consecutive years.
Submission of multiple petitions for one
nominee will not cause the nominee to be
disqualified, so long as there are at least 10
signers in the aggregate for that nominee.
Potential Nominating Committee
members should know that they may not
themselves be nominated for any position
on the Board of Directors for the upcoming fiscal year. If you hope to serve on the
Board of Directors, you should not put
Continued on page 11
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As sustainability frameworks multiply,
navigating them becomes a concern

By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

Editor’s note: This is the first in a projected
three-part series about the corporate sustainability movement.

S

ustainable business practices, once largely
an afterthought in the corporate world,
are growing in significance, as more
companies become aware of how environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors
affect their bottom line. This development has
sparked a rising demand for clarity on where
companies stand on these issues and what
they’re doing to improve these wide-ranging
practices. Seeking to meet this demand are
dozens of organizations that arose to provide
various frameworks for measuring sustainable
corporate behavior.
This enthusiasm, however, has prompted
some leaders within the corporate sustainability movement to express concern that the sheer
number of frameworks is hurting the comparability and usefulness of the information, and
confusing investors. Hans Hoogervorst, chair
of the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB), voiced this concern in a recent
speech at Cambridge University.
“There are simply too many standards
and initiatives in the space of sustainability
reporting,” he said. “This leads to a lot of confusion among users and companies themselves.
To give one example, Tesla is ranked highest
in terms of the sustainability index of [investment research firm] MSCI, while [the Financial Times Stock Exchange 100 Index] ranks
it as the worst carmaker globally on ESG
issues. Yet another agency puts it somewhere
in the middle. People may be forgiven for not
making heads or tails of it.” He added that
there are at least 230 corporate sustainability standards initiatives across more than
80 sectors today.
In a recent interview with The Trusted Professional, Madelyn Antoncic, the CEO of the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) Foundation, raised a similar concern.
“When one considers the overall universe of
sustainability information that could be relevant for all corporate stakeholders, it can seem
overwhelming,” she said.
David Parham, the SASB’s director of research, said that the range of standards can be
a problem for people in all parts of the sustainability community.
“For the reporter, it can mean a recalculation
at best, and the collection of entirely different
underlying data, at worst, depending on each
framework’s requirement,” he said. “For the
user, unless it is apparent that data has been calculated on a different basis and the underlying
methodologies are clearly and transparently articulated, this can make it difficult to compare,
and therefore, to make decisions regarding
variable performance on a given factor.”
Renee Mikalopas-Cassidy, a past chair and
current member of the NYSSCPA’s Sustainability Committee, who wrote her master’s
thesis on sustainability accounting, noted that
a lot of the confusion has to do with the fact
that many of these frameworks look at different metrics for different audiences. Some, like
the Carbon Disclosure Project, are focused
on a single area, while others, like the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC),

are broader; some, like the Global Reporting
Initiative, follow a public good-oriented model
model, while others, like the SASB, focus on
the company itself. These disparities can make
it difficult to come to a definitive determination as to whether a company is sustainable,
although Mikalopas-Cassidy said that such a
binary approach was unrealistic anyway.
“I think that part of the problem is that a
well-rounded company, like a well-rounded
person, needs a lot of different skills,” she said.
“It’s not black and white. Companies are the
same way. A lot of frameworks have started to
develop, and they are in some respect in competition with each other, but they also have different areas of focus and different approaches.”
She noted that this multiplicity of frameworks can also affect practitioners who want to
get more involved in sustainability accounting,
noting that the field can be so broad in scope
that CPAs don’t always know where to start.
She said that she tells people to start with what
they’re most interested in, whether it’s the environment, gender equity, governance or something else.
Ilene L. Persoff, the current chair of the
Sustainability Committee, said it can be similarly confusing for clients that want to become
more sustainable, particularly if they are small
or medium-sized businesses that don’t have the
resources of a large multinational. For these
types of companies, Persoff said that she is a
big proponent of the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) framework, which is
focused on fulfilling objectives in areas such as
the environment, poverty, gender equality and
labor rights, which are easier to understand,
and whose targets and activities are easier to
implement.
“SDG goals encompass areas that small and
medium-sized enterprises can really look at in
their companies,” she said. “Take Goal 8: decent work and economic growth. That’s your
workforce, right? ... There are a lot of companies that do good things for their employees,
which they can measure, and about which they
can inform their community. I think that companies that fear sustainability reporting don’t
understand that they can start with things that
are really manageable, if we go to the common-sense piece of it for smaller enterprises.”
Parham said that, ultimately, this overall
confusion can be addressed by better understanding an organization’s reporting objectives,
the specific needs of the end user, and the different tools available to help. While these organizations are all going toward the same goal
of a more sustainable corporate sector, each
presents different tools for different situations.
“For example, there are many tools someone can use to hold two things together—with
tape, with nails, or with paper clips, to name a
few,” Parham said. “While someone may have
the same goal in each instance—to fasten two
things together—depending on the objectives
of the user of these tools, each may be appropriate and uniquely helpful under certain
circumstances. You wouldn’t use nails to put
wrapping paper on a gift box, and you wouldn’t
use tape to hang drywall. Context is crucial.”
The drive to align
In order to address the issue of differing
standards, five major sustainability organizations—the Carbon Disclosure Project, the Climate Disclosure Standards Board, the Global

Reporting Initiative (GRI), the SASB and the
IIRC—plus the IASB and the International
Standards Organization (ISO), have come together to enact what’s called the Better Alignment Project.
Hoogervorst, in a later interview, pointed
to the success of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as a reason to pursue further alignment. He noted that IFRS
standards are now required in more than 140
jurisdictions, which, he said, “show[s] how attractive global consistency is for both preparers
and users of financial reports.” Although, in his
earlier speech he expressed skepticism that the
IASB would get directly involved in sustainability accounting, he said it can lend valuable
experience as a partner.
“The IASB has long experience in engaging
stakeholders in our standards-setting work,
which is crucial to creating the highest quality
IFRS standards possible,” he said. “Working
with stakeholders in a transparent and inclusive way is a good recipe for finding solutions
that meet the needs of different groups.”
The project, conceived as a two-year effort,
aims to minimize differences where they do
not serve the needs of their target audiences by
identifying commonalities among them. Formally announced at the end of last year, it will
also identify how nonfinancial metrics relate to
financial outcomes and how they can be integrated in mainstream reports. At the moment,
the project is focused on aligning standards
with the recommendations published by the
Task Force for Climate-Related Financial Disclosures, whose stated mission is to “develop
voluntary, consistent climate-related financial
risk disclosures for use by companies in providing information to investors, lenders, insurers,
and other stakeholders.”
But Georg Kell, chairman of Arabesque,
an Anglo-German ESG asset management
firm that uses quantitative investment strategies, said that, despite the project’s intentions,
there’s a limit to just how aligned these different frameworks can ultimately be. He was
skeptical that there will be anything close to a
genuine alignment in the immediate future.
“Every standards-setting organization has
its own interests. It’s a big world and so you
have competing standards-setting organizations,” he said.
Drawing on his own experiences as director
of the U.N. Global Compact, which promotes
the U.N. SDG framework, in trying to “create
at least the appearance of supporting each other,” Kell said that an initiative like the Better
Alignment Project “works to some extent,” but
he noted that many of these frameworks can
seem like apples and oranges. The SASB, for
example, was originally designed to be relevant specifically to American investors, which
could prove problematic when trying to align
its standards with global partners, according to
Kell.
However, Kell did not find this necessarily
a cause for worry. He conceded that wading
through all the frameworks is inconvenient,
but ultimately, he sees this as the nature of the
beast: many paths to one goal.
“Now I take a more holistic view,” he said.
“It’s not going to matter so much because
they’re all moving in the same direction, all
aiming at the same goal, and many, many ways
of [getting] there. So I wouldn’t oversell the
lack of harmony as a major, major problem.

3

Yes, it’s a nuisance that could be better in an
ideal world, but we live in a reality of competing organizations and economies and regions,
so we have to allow for some diversity—even
divergence—in some cases.”
Sustainability’s own big four
Michael Kraten, a member of the Sustainability Investment Leadership Council—created to foster insight on how accountants and
attorneys can incorporate sustainability practices that align economic opportunity with
sustainable policies—was similarly sanguine,
though for a different reason than Kell. While
there are many different sustainability frameworks, the way the market is starting to shape
up, it has begun developing its own big four:
the GRI, the SASB, the U.N. SDG and the
IIRC. In contrast with Kell, Kraten believes
that these four can work very well together,
observing that they actually produce complementary standards.
A group of practitioners who are putting together an integrated report would likely start
with the GRI framework, Kraten said, because
it presents universal standards that apply to the
functions of any organization. Then, they could
move on to the SASB standards and select
metrics customized for their industry. Next,
he said, they would realize that the GRI and
SASB standards define metrics from the organization’s point of view but not from society’s,
and so they would then go to select metrics
from the U.N. SDG. Finally, they would be
faced with the question of how to integrate all
these standards and metrics into a single report.
This would lead them to the IIRC’s framework,
which can define that structure.
“These may be four different organizations,
but they produce complementary information.
Although a single organization may be easier
to follow, as long as an individual understands
the role of each entity, I don’t think [the practitioners would] have a problem,” Kraten said.
Parham said that the project, though new,
has already made a similar discovery, noting
that there is already a high degree of alignment among frameworks, which he called a
“powerful finding.” He added that members
of the project have also found a high degree of
alignment among the metrics used by various
frameworks. The underlying data being asked
for by each is not what’s substantially misaligned, he said, but, rather, “each framework
in certain cases may have some additional reporting requirements on top of the core data
that are intended to serve the needs of various
stakeholder audiences.”
Still, Parham said the goal was not full compatibility.
“So, in some instances, I do not think the
frameworks will ever be fully compatible, nor
should they be,” he said, “as that would mean
that there are fewer tools available for companies to leverage in achieving clear, consistent
and effective communication to their key constituencies who are interested in this information.”
The second part of this series, to be published
in the September/October issue, will focus on the
unusual incentives built into some sustainability
frameworks, which can lead to unexpected results.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Society advances legislative priorities
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hree pieces of accountancy legislation supported by the NYSSCPA
advanced through the New York
state Legislature this session but did not
make it over the finish line, in spite of intensive grassroots efforts, a Lobby Day and
outreach to influential legislators. The session ended on June 21.
One bill would allow tax preparers to file
their client’s New York state tax returns with
an electronic signature. Another would prohibit municipalities from using contingent
fees to pay auditors. The third bill is the nonCPA ownership legislation that the Society
has supported in previous years.
The Society supported the e-signature bill
(A.7765/S.5661), sponsored by Sen. John
C. Liu (D) and Assembly Member William
B. Magnarelli (D), in order to eliminate the
current “split” process, whereby a preparer issues and obtains an e-signature for the federal tax return, and separately collects a “wet,”
or physical, signature for the New York state
tax return. Under current New York state
law, individual filers are able to use an e-signature to file their own New York state tax
returns, and under federal law, tax preparers
are able to use an e-signature to file a federal tax return to the IRS on behalf of their
clients. However, tax preparers filing a New
York state tax return on behalf of clients may
not use an e-signature.
This legislation passed the Senate but
was held up in the Assembly, as concerns
voiced by the New York State Department
of Taxation and Finance (NYSDTF) about
whether it has the technological capabilities
to address fraud and security issues prevented the bill from advancing. The Society will
continue to work with the NYSDTF and
legislators to address these concerns.
NYSSCPA President Ita M. Rahilly said,
“At this point, New York and Hawaii are the
only states in the union that do not permit
the use of electronic signatures. This is a law
that needs to change, and we are focusing on
making this happen.”
The municipal contingent fee audit bill
(A.7244/S.5508A), sponsored by Sen. Jen
Metzer (D) and Assembly Member Albert
Stirpe (D), would prohibit any municipal
corporation from compensating any person
or entity, in whole or in part, on a contingent
fee basis or on any other basis related to the
amount of tax, interest or penalty assessed
against or collected for the service of auditing a return or report filed pursuant to, or in
compliance with, any law.

According to Kevin J. McCoy, chair of
the Society’s Legislative Task Force, a contingent fee audit arrangement raises a number of concerns for taxpayers. This type of
arrangement creates an incentive for the
contract auditor to assess the highest amount
of tax and to interpret the statutes and regulations in an aggressive manner in favor of
the jurisdiction.
“The contract auditor does not have an incentive to inform the taxpayer of potential
overpayments, missed deductions, tax credits or refund claims,” McCoy stated. “Several states have enacted legislation against
the use of municipal contingent fee audits,
including North Carolina, Arizona, South
Carolina and Pennsylvania.”
According to McCoy, there was no real
opposition to the bill, but legislators in both
chambers indicated that they wanted more
evidence that the contingent fee audits were
a problem before they would move the bill
out of committee.
Legislation that would allow non-CPA
professionals to own a minority stake in a
New York CPA firm stalled again this year
as in past years. The bill (A.2919/S.3842),
which was sponsored by Assembly Member
Crystal People-Stokes (D) and Sen. Toby
Ann Stavisky (D), passed in the Senate but
did not make it out of the Assembly’s Higher Education Committee.
“The best quality professional services often require the skills of non-CPAs, such as
systems engineers and other IT professionals, valuation specialists, actuaries, and other
industry experts,” said NYSSCPA Executive
Director and CEO Joanne S. Barry. “Clients
have come to expect that these specialists
will participate in the CPA firm’s work due
to the complexity of today’s audits, and the
audit work product is better because of it.”
She added that firms are unable to offer
many professionals long-term incentives and
growth opportunities, which often results in
the loss of these valued employees to neighboring states. “Expanding opportunities for
ownership in New York state would create
jobs and strengthen the economy,” Barry said.
The Society is developing its agenda for
the next legislative session, which you can
read about at nysscpa.org/2019agenda.
Members who have confronted issues that
they believe need to be remedied with legislation are encouraged to contact members of
the Society’s Legislative Task Force or attend
an upcoming Professional Issues Update at
their chapter. Learn more about the CPA
Political Action Committee (CPA PAC) at
nysscpa.org/cpapac.
rsingleton@nysscpa.org

Student member attends leadership workshop

C

armen Nuesi Peralta, a student at
York College of the City University
of New York, was one of 110 college
students from across the country selected
to attend the AICPA’s Accounting Scholars Leadership Workshop, from May 15 to
17, in Denver. The program is an annual,
all-expenses-paid leadership workshop for
accounting, tax and finance college students
of color.
Nuesi Peralta, who is student member of
the NYSSCPA, said that it was one of the
best conferences she ever attended. “They
had many CPAs and accounting profession-

als from all over the United States and from
different companies speaking about how the
accounting [profession] is evolving and what
it takes to be an accountant nowadays,” she
said. “Throughout the days, I met fantastic
student leaders who are, in one way or another, making a stupendous impact on their
schools and their communities. I am very
glad I attended the conference.”
Nuesi Peralta added, “As a young accounting student, I now have a better idea of when
I am going to study for the CPA exam, and
[a better appreciation of ] why accounting is
the career I want to pursue.”
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NEWSMAKER

New FASB member
opens up about priorities
By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

S

usan M. Cosper, previously the technical director for the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB),
was appointed as a FASB member on
May 1, for a term that will run through 2024.
As technical director, she was a driving force
behind many landmark accounting standards, as well as the formation of the Private Company Council (PCC), an advisory
body to the FASB on private company matters. She took the time to talk to The Trusted
Professional about the transition from staff
to board member, challenges to the financial
accounting landscape, and the future of the
accounting profession.
What motivated you to pursue the accounting profession, in general, and what
motivated you to pursue your CPA, in particular?
In high school, I was fortunate to go to
a school that had a very extensive accounting program. Back then, it was mostly about
learning bookkeeping and journal entries,
but it certainly piqued my interest. My parents had a small, family-owned business,
and I was able to help them with some of
the accounting, transitioning the business
from a manual ledger-based system to an
automated bookkeeping system. It was
these kinds of experiences that gave me the
broader perspective that I could be a problem solver for a lot of companies.
You’ve been the FASB’s technical director
since 2011 and have had a front-row seat
for how the sausage gets made. How do
you think this experience will inform your
work as a board member?
I’ve had a lot of experiences in my career;
when I was in public accounting, I worked
with a wide variety of companies—public, private, not for profit, health care and
more. As part of the FASB, I led the staff
in developing the Private Company Decision-Making Framework for the PCC and
the FASB, as well as the standards-setting
processes that guide the staff in our research
and communications. As a FASB member,
it’s important to provide different perspectives from my experiences with a variety
of stakeholders, because the decisions we
make and the standards we set have to work
for the system as a whole. So, I think it’s
important for me to share these different
perspectives when debating an accounting
issue.
What’s been the biggest change in the
FASB since you first began there? How has
it changed the most?

During my tenure as technical director, I
would say that the biggest cultural change
was the increased considerations of private
company and not-for-profit concerns, and,
proactively, garnering outreach and feedback
from the private company and not-for-profit
communities, to make sure we develop standards that can be applied by all stakeholders.
It’s probably been the most significant cultural change since I’ve joined the FASB.
I think we’ve also had some process
changes as well, which are not as readily apparent but have still had significant effect.
So, for example, when we embarked on the
lease accounting project, we started out with
a scope addressing lessee accounting, and
the board at the time, later broadened the
scope to add lessor accounting. Subsequently, we reduced the scope by reminding ourselves, “What is the problem we’re trying to
solve?” It wasn’t lessor accounting, but lessee
accounting. From that experience, from a
process perspective, we’ve become very judicious in ensuring clarity on the scope of a
project before we add it to the agenda.
What motivated you to join the board?
Why make this move?
So my motivation is pretty simple: I have
passion for what we do here. I have passion
for our mission and the very important role
we play in the capital markets in ensuring
their success. I joined to make sure what we
do here continues to have impact and that
we continue to create transparency for investors and contribute to the successful operation of the capital markets.
As the technical director, you and other
staff spoke before the FASB board members countless times on numerous different issues. What do you think of being on
the other side now?
Well, I’ve only been in my role for a
month, and had the opportunity to participate in two board meetings so far. In my
staff role, our purpose was to provide all
the information to the board to help them
make an informed decision and to do so in
an unbiased way. As staff, we may have liked
certain alternatives, but our role wasn’t to
decide. It was to make sure the board had all
the information they needed to make a decision. What I like about being a board member is the opportunity to express my point of
view, to share the rationale behind it, and to
share with other members of the board the
lens through which I can see an issue, so I
can help inform their thinking as well.
Which challenges within the financial accounting landscape concern you most right
now? Where would you like to see the FASB
putting more attention than it is now?

Susan M. Cosper

I think a project that we are actually
working on right now, which hasn’t gotten
as much attention, is reference rate reform.
It’s about how the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) is going away, what
that means, and how it should be dealt with
from a transition perspective. For larger financial institutions, it’s definitely on their
radar screen, but for many other companies
and smaller financial institutions, it’s not.
We need to educate them on these changes
that are on the horizon and what it means
for them as they transition to a new rate.
This change will affect all companies (public, private, not-for-profits). There are many
agreements that are indexed to the LIBOR,
so there will be a challenge in helping companies understand how it impacts them and
how we, as standards setters, can facilitate
the transition and, at the same time, provide
useful information for investors.
The FASB is currently quite busy guiding entities through the implementation
of revenue recognition and leases. In the
wake of these and other landmark standards, the FASB is less focused on big
projects right now. But let’s dream a little
bit. If the FASB were given full resources
and backing, what is a project, a change,
you’d really like to see happen one day,
even if it’s years in the future?
Over the years as technical director, I’ve
had the privilege of working on some of
the projects you mention. For revenue recognition, the standard effectively harmonized the top line. Transactions that were
economically similar will now be accounted
for in the same way, whereas under previous
accounting, they were not. We did a good
job on the top line. But we still haven’t harmonized gross margin. What’s the major
component of gross margin? Cost of sales
is a significant component, and is related
to inventory costing methodologies. There’s
a variety of inventory costing methodologies
out there, and even for the well-known inventory methods, there are still application
differences, so it seems like, from a transparency perspective for investors, it might be
good for us to look at inventory costing, at
some point.
Cryptocurrencies are increasingly working their way from the fringes of finance,
yet regulators, standards setters and many
others are still figuring out what to make
of them. Generally, what has been your
take on them so far? And also, can you envision the FASB ever taking this issue on
in the future?
I think it’s hard to say right now. Certainly, the AICPA has a project under way
where they’re developing audit and account-

ing guidance related to cryptocurrencies.
We’re monitoring their efforts to see what
comes of it. It’s certainly a topic we regularly speak about with our advisory committee
and our councils to understand the issue. We
want to make sure there is a problem to be
solved before we add a project on this to
the agenda. At least from the conversations
we’ve had, we haven’t seen pervasive use of
cryptocurrencies by the broad base of companies represented on our advisory committees.
That doesn’t necessarily mean companies
aren’t transacting in it. For example, some
nonprofits receive cryptocurrency as a donation. However, they tend to immediately
liquidate it when that happens. They’re not
actually holding the currency, and we don’t
have other examples of companies holding
cryptocurrency in significant amounts either. Certain investment companies have
it, but they are recognizing and measuring
it at fair value and adjusting it each period.
So what we’re trying to understand before
it becomes a project is whether there’s really a problem to solve. Do companies
know how to apply the accounting? Does
it work? Does it provide useful information
for investors or other users? We’re hoping
[that] through our monitoring efforts of the
AICPA’s initiative, it will help us understand this question.
In general, what do you think is the biggest
challenge facing the accounting profession right now?
There’s a couple of ways you can answer
that question. Certainly, technology continues to be a major area that we discuss at our
advisory committees and councils, and certainly, there is a spectrum of the way companies use technology. You have these very
sophisticated companies applying GAAP
[generally accepted accounting principles]
standards, and the very small private companies that might not have that level of sophistication in how they use the information in the financial statements. So we’re
always having a dialogue on what we should
be thinking about, and as you look at the
profession as a whole, audit procedures are
changing because technology is changing.
We need to keep abreast of these changes.
What was the last really good book you
read?
It was a book series, the Black Flagged
series, by Steven Konkoly. It’s about retired
CIA operatives working undercover on national security missions. If you like Tom
Clancy books, you’ll like it.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Society honors financial journalism
award winners

By RUTH SINGLETON
Trusted Professional Staff

Adair, Gary Belsky, Mary Jo Brancatelli,
Rumbi Bwerinofa-Petrozzello, Anthony W.
Cummings, Frederick K. Getz, Richard
L. Hecht, Elliot L. Hendler, Iralma Pozo,
Susan Rodetis, George I. Victor, Michael A.
Zaydon and David S. Zweighaft. The 2019
EFJ book judges were Justin Baer, Susan M.
Barossi and Leah N. Spiro.

J

ournalists in 13 categories accepted
awards recognizing the best in financial
reporting for 2018 at the 36th annual
Excellence in Financial Journalism Awards
(EFJ) ceremony held at the Tribeca Grill in
New York City on June 7.
Cezary Podkul, a Wall Street Journal senior
reporter and two-time EFJ Award winner, set
the tone for the ceremony, in his keynote remarks describing the real-world impact of investigative business and financial journalism.
NYSSCPA Immediate Past President Jan
C. Herringer presented the awards to each
of the winners, whose work met the established criteria of contributing to a better and
balanced understanding of business or financial topics, and shedding light on important
issues, sometimes resulting in governmental
reform.
The competition included categories representing print, broadcast and visual design, and
a new NextGen category to recognize college
students covering finance. The competition
was judged by CPAs, as well as financial journalists. In selecting the winners, the judges
ranked their submissions based on accuracy,
quality and thoroughness of research, as well
as on a fair and balanced representation of the
topic.
Rumbi Bwerinofa-Petrozzello said that
working as a judge has been a rewarding and

Cezary Podkul presents the keynote speech.

often enlightening experience for her. “It’s
one of my favorite things to do,” she said. “It’s
almost as if the content has been curated for
me, and I’m able to really see what’s going on
in the financial world. I’m able to find about
laws or events that affect me as a professional.”
“This program, started several decades ago,
has matured into a mutually beneficial relationship between CPAs and journalists,” said
NYSSCPA Executive Director and CEO Joanne S. Barry. “Journalists who have won this
competition over the years have subsequently
developed relationships with CPAs as credible and knowledgeable resources, and CPAs
have helped enhance the level of financial
journalism.”
This year’s judges included NYSSCPA
members and journalists. They were Scott M.

EFJ Award winners
The NYSSPCA handed out awards in the
following 13 categories:
Video (Large): Aki Ito, Victoria Blackburne-Daniell and David Nicholson, Bloomberg News, in “Next Jobs,” a six-part documentary covering those in various industries and
careers of the future, including the world’s
first commercial drone delivery service, a human-robot interaction researcher and a social
media influencer.
Video (Medium Media): Solly Granatstein, John Carlos Frey, Marisa Venegas, Greg
Gilderman, Shawn Efran, Neil Katz and others from The Weather Channel and Telemundo, with Efran Films, for “Hidden Cost: Our
Laws Have Not Kept Up with the Climate.”
This investigation explored the effect of climate change on children who work on farms
and other outdoor areas in the United States
as a way to make money for their families.
Video (Small Media): Suncoast Business
Forum, WEDU PBS, won for the two-part
video series, “Tampa Bay: Innovation on the
Rise,” which was presented at Tampa Bay’s

annual Synapse Innovation Summit in March
2018.
General Reporting: Phil Wahba of Fortune, for “Retail Reckoning.” After spending a
decade on the retail beat, Wahba, a Fortune senior writer, debunks the common misconceptions of the brick-and-mortar retail demise.
Local: Matthew Dolan and David Jesse in the Detroit Free Press, for “In Donors
We Trust,” the two-year investigation that
uncovered a financial conflict of interest between University of Michigan’s $11 billion
endowment and its donors. They discovered
that many of the university’s top donors were
executives at some of the nation’s top investments firms, and learned that the University
of Michigan invested up to $4 billion in those
companies’ funds.
NextGen Reporting: Anne Sraders, The
King’s College, in the Empire State Tribune,
for “Despite Beating Earnings Expectations,
Snapchat’s Losing Popularity Among Students.”
Opinion: Shira Ovide, in Bloomberg Businessweek, for a series of opinion pieces focusing on Amazon’s retail takeover and corporate
America’s response to this takeover.
Public Service Reporting (tie): Zachary Mider, Zeke Faux, David Ingold and
Demetrios Pogkas from Bloomberg News, for
“Sign Here to Lose Everything,” which focused on the cash-advance industry and how
Continued on page 7

When you are counted on to
help protect what matters most
No matter how much we plan for a bright tomorrow, the
future always remains uncertain. If your loved ones ever find
themselves in dire circumstances, are you prepared to step up?
Through the NYSSCPA Member Insurance Program, you can
make sure you’re there for them when they need you most.
Rise to the occasion
Visit nysscpaplans.com/protect to learn more* or start your
application process. To speak directly with an insurance
specialist, call 800.342.6501.

They’re counting on you.
*

Including features, costs, eligibility, renewability, limitations, and exclusions

Group plans underwritten by New York Life Insurance Company, 51 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10010, on policy form GMR. Brokered and administered
by Pearl Insurance, 1200 E. Glen Ave., Peoria Heights, IL 61616.
Pearl Insurance licenses:

California Insurance License #0F76076
AR Insurance License #1322
192147-02-NYSSCPA-AP-MAG-PAD
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EFJ Awards
Continued from page 6

lenders are taking advantage of the legal document known as the “confession of judgment,”
which gives up borrowers’ rights to defend
themselves if they are taken to court. Lenders
can also accuse borrowers of not paying without proof and can legally seize their assets
without notice. Following a case where more
than $52K was seized from a small business
owner using this method, Bloomberg News
discovered that cash-advance companies have
obtained more than 25,000 judgments against
borrowers across the country by using confessions. This exposure triggered an investigation
by the New York attorney general’s office.
Public Service Reporting (tie): Implant
Files Reporting and Data Team from the
International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists, The Associated Press, NBC News,
AVROTROS and more than 50 other media partners, for “The Implant Files.” In
November 2018, this reporting group published their yearlong investigation, revealing
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s
(FDA) faulty medical device approval system.
They found that FDA regulators have rushed
approvals, lowered safety standards and hid
critical information, which resulted in hundreds of thousands of people disfigured, disabled or dead. A day after the investigation
went live, then FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott
Gottlieb made an announcement that the
agency would reform its approval process.
Audio (Medium/Large Media): Francesca
Levy, of Bloomberg News, produced a podcast
series called, “The Pay Check,” discussing
women, work, money and, most importantly,
the current gender pay gap.

Audio (Small Media): Eleanor Klibanoff,
Kentucky Center for Investigative Reporting; Jeff Young, Ohio Valley ReSource; and
Jim Morris, The Center for Public Integrity,
won for their investigative piece, “Fatal Flaws:
How Kentucky Is Failing Its Workers.”
Enterprise Reporting: The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists
(ICIJ) and 13 West African reporters and
editors published, “West Africa Leaks,”
one of the largest collaborations of business
reporters ever assembled in West Africa.
Thanks to data from past ICIJ investigations
(Paradise Papers, Panama Papers, Offshore
Leaks and Swiss Leaks), reporters were
able to discover Swiss bank account details,
contracts and passports of West Africa’s top
politicians and entrepreneurs. They also analyzed financial statements that exposed multinational corporations that are engaging in
tax avoidance, financial crime and corruption
in West Africa.
Visual Design: The Center for Public Integrity’s Gordon Witkin, Dave Levinthal, Carrie Levine, Chris Zubak-Skees and Sameea
Kamal, for “Tax Breaks: The Favored Few.”
Excellence in Financial Journalism Book
Award: Ken Bensinger, Red Card: How the
U.S. Blew the Whistle on the World’s Biggest
Sports Scandal. In Red Card, Bensinger reveals
how Chuck Blazer, a FIFA (Fédération Internationale de Football Association) official
engaged in tax evasion, money-laundering
and wire fraud. After pleading guilty, Blazer
cooperated with the FBI, which led to several
FIFA officials being arrested.
rsingleton@nysscpa.org

Public Service Reporting Award winners Zeke Faux, Zachary Mider and David Ingold, of Bloomberg News.

NextGen Reporting Award winner Anne Sraders.

Opinion Award winner Shira Ovide with NYSSCPA Immediate
Past President Jan C. Herringer, who presented the awards.

Accounting For Your Future
Advance your career with a graduate degree from
the SUNY Old Westbury School of Business.

Online M.S. in Accounting
• New for Fall 2019
• Can be completed in two years of study

M.S. in Forensic Accounting
• First program of its kind on Long Island
• Provides strong preparation for Certified Fraud Examiners
(CFE) exam

M.S. in Accounting
• 30-credit program for those with an undergraduate
accounting degree

M.S. in Taxation
• 30-credit program for specialized accounting instruction
All programs meet the New York State Education Department
150-credit requirement.

Graduate studies at SUNY Old Westbury: Affordable
SUNY tuition, professional instructors, convenient
location and scheduling.
516-876-3200 • enroll@oldwestbury.edu • www.oldwestbury.edu/grad-business
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ANNOUNCING THE NYSSCPA’s 2019–2020 COMMITTEE CHAIRS

The New York State Society of CPAs’ statewide committees provide members with forums to exchange ideas;
sharpen their technical skills; and have an impact on proposed standards, regulations, legislation and other
professional issues. The committees also play an integral role in sponsoring various educational, public service
and networking events. Members represent all segments of the profession: local, national and international
public accounting firms, industry, education and government.
The following 2019–2020 chairs began their terms in June:
ACCOUNTING AND
REVIEW SERVICES

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND
COUNTER TERRORIST FINANCING

AUDIT

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS

CPA CAREERS

LENORE C. SANCHEZ

JOSEPH J. LIBERATORE

PATRICIA A. MCGRATH

DOMINIC J. ROVANO

IRALMA POZO

Janover LLC

Independent Consultant

PKF O’Connor Davies, LLP

Strategy & Business Analytics Inc.

Tronconi Segarra & Associates LLP

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS

TANYA K. BRAMBLE

STEPHANIE A. GIGLIOTTI

JEFFREY A. KEENE

MARLA V. HUMMEL

ALEXANDER K. BUCHHOLZ

D’Arcangelo & Co., LLP

BDO USA, LLP

Grant Thornton LLP

PKF O’Connor Davies, LLP

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

JO ANN GOLDEN

RBT CPAs, LLP

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING
AND AUDITING

INTERNATIONAL TAXATION

LARGE AND MEDIUM-SIZED
FIRMS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

NEXTGEN

PRIVATE EQUITY AND
VENTURE CAPITAL

TIMOTHY R. LARSON

PATRICIA A. CUMMINGS

MICHAEL R. DURANT

EVELYN B. YANATOS

Citrin Cooperman

Prager Metis CPAs

EBY Enterprises, LLC

Grassi & Co.

HEALTH CARE

Retired
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QUALITY CONTROL AND
PEER REVIEW

JENNIFER R. GEORGE
RBT CPAs, LLP

SUSTAINABILITY

SEC

SMALL FIRMS PRACTICE
MANAGEMENT

STOCK BROKERAGE

JENNIFER L. BIUNDO

ORUMÉ A. HAYS

JOHN IACOBELLIS

REAL ESTATE

JASON A. HOFFMAN
Janover LLC

TAX DIVISION OVERSIGHT

Mazars USA LLP

TRUST AND ESTATE
ADMINISTRATION

Hays CPA

BDO USA, LLP

NOT PICTURED:
RELATIONS WITH THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Bernadette H. Schopfer | Maier Markey & Justic LLP

ILENE L. PERSOFF
LIU Post

PHILIP J. LONDON
Wiss & Company, LLP

RICHARD H. BADER
Janover LLC

CONTINUING CHAIRS 2019–2020
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING OVERSIGHT
Renee Mikalopas-Cassidy
The Topps Company, Inc.

CYBERSECURITY
Moises A. Brito
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
Diane L. Jules
IESBA

AUDITING STANDARDS
Jonathan Zuckerman
PKF O’Connor Davies, LLP

DIGITAL ASSETS
Mark DiMichael
Citrin Cooperman

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Anthony J. Artabane
Anthony Artabane, CPA, PLLC

BANKING
Jeremy R. Goss
Grant Thornton LLP

ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND SPORTS
Steven J. Goldstein
Grassi & Co.

NEW YORK, MULTISTATE AND LOCAL TAXATION
Chaim V. Kofinas
Beacon Partners CPAs

BUSINESS VALUATION
Jean J. Han
Own Account

ESTATE PLANNING
Randy Siller
Siller & Cohen

NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Patrick Yu
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP

C CORPORATIONS
Yelena A. Belaks
CohnReznick LLP

EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS
Robert R. Lyons
Marks Paneth LLP

PARTNERSHIPS AND LLCs
Bradley H. Smallberg
Schissel Smallberg LLP

CANNABIS INDUSTRY
Zachary Gordon
Janover LLC

FAMILY OFFICE
Eva Minsteris
JSB Partners

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
David M. Barral
Northern Trust Wealth Management

CLOSELY HELD AND S CORPORATIONS
Deborah E. Hammett
Adelman, Katz & Mond, LLP

FUTURE OF ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
Steven S. Mezzio
Pace University, Lubin School of Business

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
Brian A. Caswell
Caswell & Associates

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS
Joseph C. Molloy
Grassi & Co.

INTERNAL AUDIT
Mark Martinelli
Synchrony Financial

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Kathryn M. Barrett
Freed Maxick CPAs, P.C.

TAXATION OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
AND TRANSACTIONS
Yaakov Tambor
RSM US LLP
TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS
George R. Rubino
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause LLP
TAXATION OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Vikas Sekhri
RSM US LLP

Want to join a committee? Go to nysscpa.org/committees
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Harassment prevention in the workplace

By EMILY FRANCHI

T

he #MeToo, Time’s Up, and It’s On
Us movements are continuing with
full momentum, keeping harassment
prevention in the forefront. Zero tolerance is
the new norm, meaning that employers are
having their feet held to the fire to ensure
that employees are interacting respectfully
and professionally. Thus far, 32 states have
adopted various state-specific versions of
harassment-prevention laws, with New York
and California leading the charge in adopting laws that require the most from employers, small and large. These laws are robust and can include training requirements,
policy revisions, investigation protocols and
penalties, among other provisions.
It is only a matter of time before other
states fall in line with their own state-specific requirements. Camico advises CPA
firms to take the time now to review their
own firm policies and practices and to adopt
stringent protocols that are at least compliant with their state requirements. Be advised,
however, that a firm policy is effective only
if the firm supports the policy and management “walks the talk” and leads by example.

Many firms are looking to professionals
in the human resources field to advise on
policy language, compliance, recordkeeping and training. Camico is seeing a positive trend, with firms being proactive and
demonstrating due diligence in creating a
safe work environment. While some states
have state-specific requirements, a few of
the general must-haves in an anti-harassment policy are—
• a carefully drafted statement demonstrating the firm’s commitment to a harassment-free workplace;
• the definition of those covered by the
policy (employees, management, interns,
staff working at a client location, etc.);
• avenues for employees to report inappropriate behavior or concerns. Ideally,
there should be more than one avenue for
reporting issues;
• an outline of the investigation process,
including timelines and expectations;
• a confidentiality statement indicating
the need for all involved parties to maintain
confidentiality, to the extent possible; and
• an anti-retaliation statement.
A well-drafted anti-harassment policy sets the tone for a firm, and employee

At IDB Bank, “It’s personal” is more than just a catchy motto.
IDB Bank’s Education & Not-For-Profit Commercial Banking Team
provides our clients with customized financing solutions and
value-added banking services that let you focus on your mission.

Select Education & Not-For-Profit
Lending Relationships
$80,000,000
Direct Purchase Tax-Exempt
Bond Financing for Construction
Project & Refinancing
Independent School
$22,500,000
Direct Purchase Tax-Exempt
Bond Refinancing
Higher Ed Institution

$10,700,000
Direct Purchase Tax-Exempt Bond
Financing for Renovation Project
Cultural Institution
Andrea S. Kantor, SVP
Head of Education & Not-For-Profit
(212) 551-8643 AKantor@idbny.com
IDBNY.com

$27,270,000
Direct Purchase Tax-Exempt
Bond Refinancing
$4,000,000 Taxable Term Loan
Community Organization
$4,700,000
Direct Purchase Tax-Exempt
Bond Refinancing
$2,500,000 Line of Credit
Social Services Agency
$17,000,000
Direct Purchase Tax-Exempt Bond
Financing for Renovation Project
Independent School

IDB Bank is a registered service mark of Israel
Discount Bank of New York.
Member FDIC.

training shows the intent and commitment
of management. Training should be carefully thought out and not only satisfy any
state-specific requirements, but also provide
relatable content that makes sense for the
intended audience. Camico advises against
using a generic training template, as it may
not resonate with the firm’s employees. A
template or standard training plan can serve
as a guide for creating customized training,
but it is important that managers give some
thought to the culture of the firm in order
to create examples that are relevant and
content that reflects the dynamics of the
firm. For example, a video clip of a construction worker whistling at a passerby
would not resonate with an employee of a
firm as much as a scenario showing two office workers interacting.
Reduced risk comes from good practices and intentions reflected in a well-documented policy that is reinforced by the
actions of management. Firm management
should work with a human resources professional or an employment attorney to—
• review firm practices and behaviors,
• ensure that practices and behaviors are
in line with the firm’s policy,

• ensure that the firm’s policy is in line
with state requirements,
• create or revise policies and training,
and
• ensure best practices.
Harassment prevention is a dynamic area,
and the pertinent laws are constantly evolving. To reduce the potential for a claim or
lawsuit, Camico recommends having a human resources professional review a firm’s
policy and procedures to ensure compliance
with applicable laws.
Emily Franchi is a loss prevention specialist
for employment practices with Camico (www.
camico.com). She provides Camico firms that
have Employment Practices Liability coverage
with support on a variety of human resources
management issues, focusing on employee relations and legislative compliance for the workplace.
For information on the Camico program, call Camico directly at 800-6521772, or contact Dan Hudson, Chesapeake Professional Liability Brokers, Inc.,
410-757-1932.

Business
Planning Cloud
Software for
people who plan
At Adaptive Insights, we make planning easy.
Get financial agility in a fast-moving world.
www.adaptiveinsights.com
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TECHNOLOGY

Catching up on business analytics reading
By JOEL LANZ, CPA/CITP, CFF, CISA,
CISM, CISSP, CFE

S

ince the advent of the first computers,
advances in technologies have disrupted established practices. Moreover, it
seems that since their first introduction, accounting and finance professionals continuously tried to keep up and adapt to the new
digital capabilities. For some, responsibilities
include preparing and enabling their organization to obtain new opportunities and face
the challenges posed by the technological
disruptions. For others, seizing career development opportunities requires the mastery
of new skills, even if these opportunities were
driven only by their organization’s need to
try to keep up, and were limited to delivering
their services more efficiently (and, thereby,
more competitively).
Fortunately, the NYSSCPA provides opportunities to acquire and maintain general
skills relating to these technological disruptions. Through its various programs (including committee meetings, publications and the
Foundation for Accounting Education’s CPE
sessions), Society members can interact with
peers and recognized experts, gaining practical
knowledge, experience and guidance to adjust
to the digital world. Some members have the
business need—whether as a result of client or
employer expectations—to develop a higher
level of skill that can translate into further advisory revenue or greater realizations through
service delivery efficiencies.
The arrival of summer reminds us of the
need to discharge our responsibilities efficiently so that we can live a balanced life. Hopefully, many will enjoy a respite from the office
and leverage the summer to try and catch up
on the prior year’s developments. One development that continues to draw attention—in
general business literature, questions from clients and employer expectations—is the impact
of business analytics on accounting and finance services. For many seeking to develop or
enhance their skills in this area, deciding where
to start and what to read can be paralyzing and
can result in inaction. To help get you started
and avoid a “lazy summer,” I offer a summer
reading list that can jump-start your efforts
to acquire relevant business analytics skills. I
focused my selections to serve those of you
who want to be able to talk knowledgeably
to employers or clients—without trying to
convert you into a mathematician or computer science professional.

Please recognize that there are many good
books on this topic, and quite a few deserve to
be on a recommended reading list. I am grateful for the publications that I’ve identified below, as they have offered me the appropriate
knowledge, perspective and experience to incorporate business analytics into my practice
and my university lectures.

Where to start
Visit IFAC’s (International Federation of
Accountants) Global Knowledge Gateway
at ifac.org/global-knowledge-gateway, to
get an overview and an appreciation of how
the global accounting professional is approaching analytics. As its name suggests,
the Gateway provides a link to various
professional accounting society references
throughout the globe and is not limited
to analytics. If you search on analytics, the
page will return a listing of analytics-relat-

only to challenge and test my skills in Excel
but also to learn how to approach common
business operational problems from an analytical perspective. Using business anecdotes
and worksheet illustrations, the author shows
you how to use and apply advanced Excel analytic features. He also makes templates available for download, allowing you to practice as
you read.

Next steps
Once you’ve mastered the basics, it’s time to
move on to these two useful guides:
HBR Guide to Data Analytics Basics for
Managers (HBR Guide Series). I am a
big fan of the Harvard Business Review
Guides—compendiums of selected articles,
blogs and other guidance that provide a quick
introduction to real-world issues. Maybe it’s
because I can relate much of the advice to
the real-world challenges that I consult with

ed publications. For example, as part of my
research for a class lecture, I obtained the
ICAEW (Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales) publication,
“Data Analytics for External Auditors”
(bit.ly/2wyjaUx). Scan the results and get a
quick overview of how analytics is impacting the profession.
Refresh or upgrade your Excel skills by
reading and using Microsoft Excel 2019 Data
Analysis and Business Modeling, by Wayne
Winston. I use this book, now in a sixth edition (updated for every Excel version), not

clients on. The data analytics guide keeps
pace with these expectations and provides a
businessperson’s quick introduction to what
one needs to know to manage the analytic
process better. The guide will help you focus
on ensuring that you understand the investment you are making in analytics and how
to best manage the various parties (including
“quants”) involved. In other words, approach
the analytics challenge as you would any
business challenge.
Naked Statistics: Stripping the Dread from
the Data, by Charles Wheelan. At its core,

on either a statewide committee or a chapter
executive board, or a combination of both.
Once all the Nominating Committee petitions are received, if more than nine people
are nominated, we will hold a membership
election to determine the nine petitioners to
serve on the committee. If fewer than nine
nominations are received, the Board will select the additional committee members, along
with the two it designates under the bylaws.
Failure of the post office or any other
person or entity to deliver a completed pe-

tition to the above address by 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on Aug. 9, 2019, shall cause such
petitions to be disregarded. In addition, any
submission by email (including email submission of a petition in PDF format) or
by fax shall be disregarded. Submission of
a petition with any photocopied signature
shall be disregarded.

business analytics relies on statistics. I
found this highly recommended paperback
to be a quick and understandable refresher on core statistical concepts. It will also
help illustrate the quantitative approach
to solving business problems. The book’s
narrative approach and storytelling format
facilitate the understanding of the mathematical concepts needed to get started with
analytics.
Sample the classics
It’s also worthwhile reading these two
time-honored standards, both of which have
been around for more than a decade:
Competing on Analytics—The New Science
of Winning, by Thomas H. Davenport and
Jeanne G. Harris. Many professionals attribute the first version of this book as being
the ignition for business interest in analytics,
and, as a result, this work is very well known.
Rather than providing technical detail on
performing tasks, the book focuses on how
analytics can be used in a business. Those in
management accounting or management
advisory services would find this book especially useful.
Super Crunchers: Why Thinking by the
Numbers Is the New Way to Be Smart, by Ian
Ayres. I included this book because it is a
classic in the field. It also helped me evolve
my thinking on the subject. Many financial
professionals will find it intuitive.
Putting it all together
My final recommendation is Data Science
for Business: What You Need to Know About
Data Mining and Data-Analytic Thinking,
by Foster Provost and Tom Fawcett. A
popular business school textbook that addresses solving business problems through
analytics, this book contains lots of practical examples, and it will help you to adopt
approaches that will give you a good start
for your analytic initiatives. I consider it a
“go-to” book on the subject because of its
practicality and writing style, and if I could
only read one book, this would be it.
Joel Lanz, CPA/CITP, CFF, CISA, CISM,
CISSP, CFE, is the sole proprietor of Joel Lanz,
CPA P.C., and a visiting assistant professor at
SUNY College at Old Westbury. He is a member of the NYSSCPA’s Technology Assurance
and Internal Audit committees, as well as the
CPA Journal Editorial Advisory Board.

Nominating Committee
Continued from page 2

yourself forward for the Nominating Committee.
A candidate for the Nominating Committee must not be a current member of the
Board of Directors or have been a member
of the Nominating Committee either for the
two immediately preceding fiscal years or for
any three years after June 1, 2003.
Any candidate for the Nominating Committee must have been a CPA member of
the Society for at least five continuous years,
including at least two years of participation

First meeting date
The date set in the bylaws for the Nominating Committee to meet is Thursday,

Jan. 9, 2020. In recent years, the Nominating Committee has also met via conference
call in December to prepare for the January
meeting.
For more information
For additional information on the
nomination process, contact me at
secretarytreasurer@nyssscpa.org, or contact NYSSCPA Director, Professional &
Technical Resources, Ernest J. Markezin at
ejmarkezin@nysscpa.org.
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Tax season
Continued from page 1

Kleiman said that this year, there were a lot
of people who had read articles on the internet about this or that deduction, but whose
understanding was not complete. For example, while many people came to him regarding the 20 percent deduction for pass-through
entities, not everyone was aware of the income
limitations that came with it.
Orumé A. Hays, a sole practitioner and
chair of the Small Firms Practice Management Committee, concurred, saying that
there were several clients who seemed bewildered at the news that, for instance, they could
no longer deduct certain expenses or that they
went from generally getting a refund to owing
taxes.
“It was almost as if it was all news to some
clients, making one wonder how many people
actually paid attention during the tax deliberations,” she said.
Beyond educating clients about it, Richard
Greenfield, a tax manager at Citrin Cooperman and another member of the Taxation of
Individuals Committee, said that calculating
the 199A deduction was a challenge by itself,
particularly where it concerned whether a client’s business was the appropriate type. Under the law, certain “specified service trades
or businesses” (SSTB) are disqualified from
receiving the deduction past a certain income
threshold. Greenfield said that there were
sometimes cases when it was difficult to determine whether a business actually fit that
category.
“You had to figure out whether your client was a specified service business or was a
qualified business for the deduction, so you
really had to nail down exactly what they did.
Sometimes, [clients] would say something
sort of vague, and [before it] didn’t matter, but
now it did matter,” he said.
For instance, in previous years Greenfield
may have put down a client as being a consultant because that’s what fit the best, but
this year, they needed to really drill down as to
what, specifically, their company did, because
consultants fell into the SSTB category, and
“you didn’t want to misclassify them.”
Not everyone found the pass-through deduction as difficult, though. Barbara E. Bel,
a PKF O’Connor Davies, LLP, partner and a
member of the Closely Held and S Corporations Committee, found it to be an interesting
intellectual exercise that had a big positive impact for her clients this year. When it came to
closely held companies, she said that a bigger
difficulty was in recalculating with a reduced

meal deduction and an eliminated entertainment deduction.
“This year, entertainment was disallowed,
so we had to get back to clients to separate
out what was a meal and what was nondeductible entertainment, and that was only one
small example of what created extra time for
preparers,” she said.
Scott M. Cheslowitz, a partner at Rothenberg & Peters, PLLC, and another member of
the Closely Held and S Corporations Committee, said that he had done a lot of preparation last year to make sure that he was ready,
and had already calculated out several projections for clients taking the 199A rules into
account. He added, however, that there were
still real-life situations that introduced ambiguities, which, he said, needed to be addressed
through IRS guidance.
The TCJA didn’t just present headaches for
public accountants. Jack Vivinetto, CFO of
Sugar Foods Corporation and a member of
the CFO Committee, said that his own company’s staff were working very hard to untangle what was and what was no longer allowed
in the post-TCJA landscape.
“The 2017 TCJA came with a fair amount
of compliance and accounting issues that kept
the controller’s department up late at night—
namely, accounting for [travel and expense],
parking lot studies and a host of expenses that
were no longer tax deductible,” he said.
While there had been talk at his company
of changing over to a C corporation last year,
Vivinetto said that, based on the double taxation effect, it was better for it to remain as
an S corporation. He said that his company
benefited quite well from the TCJA, as it took
advantage of the 199A deduction, as well as
the 100 percent bonus depreciation and the
generally lower tax rates.
New forms, new software, new problems
On the individual tax level, another issue
that seemed to come up for practitioners
was the new Form 1040. The Treasury Department introduced the redesigned form
last year, saying that it was a much simpler
document that could now fit on a postcard.
Greenfield ruefully noted, however, that while
the form itself may be less crowded, it was
only because many items were shifted to the
attached schedules, which became a pain to
deal with this year.
“It took much more time to look at a return because you had to look all over the place,
where all the information was coming from,

and it was just completely unnecessary to do
what they did. They want to make a postcard-sized return, when people aren’t even
filling [out] paper returns anymore. … And
they took paper returns that should be smaller
and made them larger by attaching all these
schedules,” he said.
Kleiman reported a similar problem, saying
that “we’re all used to seeing the Form 1040
how we normally see it,” but “now, it’s a lot of
flipping back and forth to the schedules.”
But even outside of the new form, there
seemed to be several other issues this year.
Many practitioners reported that, just as they
were dealing with the new tax law changes,
so too were their software providers. Kleiman
said that even though there’s IRS guidance
on many of the provisions, such as Section
199A, there’s still a lot of gray area, and since
the software providers weren’t as familiar with
all the changes, his firm didn’t want to rely
entirely on the software this year to make its
calculations.
Greenfield experienced something similar,
saying that the software wasn’t always doing
the calculations correctly, which means, “You
actually have to figure it out off the return.
You had to do it manually and plug the number into the return.”
Samuel D. Katz, a sole practitioner and a
member of the Small Firms Practice Management Committee, also contended with
entirely new tax software this year. He said
that this issue, combined with all the changes from the TCJA, meant that “we put a lot
more people on extension this year than in
the past.” This year, he said, his firm wanted
to take more time to make sure that all the “i’s
were dotted and all the t’s were crossed.”
Other matters
Both Kleiman and Cheslowitz also mentioned the impact of the government shutdown at the end of last year and the beginning
of this one, which largely shuttered the IRS,
as well as other agencies. Cheslowitz said that,
“through no fault of their own,” IRS staffers
had to “play catch-up” when it came to providing service and support for practitioners.
Kleiman said that the shutdown didn’t affect
services such as the practitioner hotline as
much as it did correspondences, since the IRS
was unable to respond to any of them during
that time. When the shutdown ended, the
government needed to still clear the buildup
of old correspondences as new ones continued
to come in.

Another issue reported by practitioners was
that, with the decoupling of New York’s tax
code from the federal one last year, it was no
longer a matter of just plugging information
from the federal into the state return, but
rather, of controlling for exceptions. Ironically,
sometimes, this difficulty came from clients
who were educated about the federal TCJA
changes. The problem was that they were less
informed about the decoupling.
“Some clients didn’t think they needed to
give us the information anymore, because
they thought they weren’t going to itemize,
but they could still itemize for New York state
purposes,” Greenfield said. The decoupling
“also made it more difficult to review [returns]
because you would have things under NYS
IT-196 and look at it, [then] look at Schedule
A, and then [back to] IT-196 for items still on
196 but not on Schedule A anymore, so it was
like double work.”
Bel said that many large clients with complex investments didn’t get their information
in to her firm until about March, which meant
compressing almost all of her work into just
five or six weeks, which then also affected other returns—such as those for individuals and
smaller businesses—that her firm still needed
to do. While she conceded that clients often
procrastinate and are just trying to do the best
they can with what they have, this year’s delay
was particularly long.
A taxing year
Overall, some NYSSCPA members said
that this year was unusually intense, given the
confluence of all the other factors. Cheslowitz
said that this season took his firm down to the
wire, something that didn’t normally happen.
Bel characterized it as “one of the most challenging tax seasons I’ve ever had in my career.”
On the other hand, some CPAs, like Hays,
were more sanguine. While the TCJA changes were quite challenging, she didn’t find the
season that drastically different from what she
normally dealt with.
“Apart from the effects of the TCJA, tax
season was the same: Clients still procrastinated to the last minute, and when they finally
get around to submitting all their documents,
they wanted their tax returns prepared ‘immediately.’ Some clients procrastinated into
extensions, and they are still procrastinating,”
she said. “Still, we love our clients!”
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

Celebration
Continued from page 1

countants, Inc. (NABA), also spoke. Smith
observed that, like the NYSSCPA, NABA
is celebrating a significant milestone this
year—it’s 50th anniversary—and he said
that he was happy to see an increased representation of people of color in the profession in the years since he became a CPA.
He also said that he looked forward to partnering with the Society on future projects
to benefit the profession.
During the dinner, the NYSSCPA honored four recipients of Society Awards:
William H. Dresnack—the Dr. Emanuel Saxe Outstanding CPA in Education Award, J. Michael Kirkland—the
NYSSCPA Distinguished Service Award,

Steven M. Morse—the Arthur J.
Dixon Public Service Award, and Joel C.
Quall—the
Outstanding
CPA
in
Industry Award. In addition, Dominic J.
Rovano was the surprise recipient of the
Committee Chair Award. Rovano, a
partner at Janover LLC, currently serves
as the chair of the Chief Financial
Officers Committee. He previously served
as chair of the Employee Benefits
Committee.
Past President David A. Lifson was revealed to be the anonymous donor who, in
the weeks leading up to the event, offered
a matching-gift challenge to benefit The
Moynihan Scholarship Fund. All told, the

event raised $32,900 for the Fund, which
supports the Society’s Career Opportunities in the Accounting Profession (COAP)
and Excellence in Accounting Scholarships
programs. For over 30 years, the COAP
program has introduced New York high
school students of color to the accounting profession through a multiday college
readiness program at colleges and universities across the state. The Excellence in
Accounting Scholarships provide financial
assistance to college accounting majors who
meet or exceed certain academic standards
and demonstrate financial need.
rsingleton@nysscpa.org

NYSSCPA Past President David A. Lifson was one of 11 past
presidents who attended “An Evening of Celebration.”
See the photo spread on pages 16–17.
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS CONFERENCE

Conference speaker:
When filing Form 5500,
don’t forget welfare plans
By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

W

hile practitioners typically associate IRS Form 5500 with retirement plans and profit-sharing
agreements, far too often, basic welfare plans
such as health or dental insurance get lost in
the shuffle, much to the detriment of companies that are putting themselves at risk of
significant penalties, according to Avery E.
Neumark, a Marks Paneth LLP partner who
spoke at the Foundation for Accounting Education’s Employee Benefits Conference on
June 6. Neumark said that many people aren’t
even aware that they need to file a Form 5500
for such plans at all.
“I’m trying to say, in our practice, it’s not
only 401(k), not only defined contributions
and defined benefits. Part of our practice is
the welfare plans as well,” he said.
Neumark noted that the Department of
Labor (DOL) has found filing violations in
about 70 percent of health and welfare plans,
and added that, as a result, both the DOL and
the IRS have been much more active in enforcing against these sorts of violations.
An employee benefit plan needs to file a
Form 5500 for welfare programs if there are
100 or more participants. The way that these
participants are counted, though, is different
from the way they are counted in a 401(k) or

tor, then the plan needs to file only a single
Form 5500 for all of them. In any other case,
however, each individual plan needs its own
individual Form 5500. Some might then think
that a cafeteria plan would ease filing burdens
because a cafeteria plan doesn’t need to file.
“But! But! Assuming you have 100 participants, what’s the but? The but is that the underlying plans have to file. That’s why the cafeteria
plan doesn’t have to file, because it’s just a vehicle for money to go toward, say, a health plan,
and that health plan is filing a 5500,” he said.
For many clients who have never filed a
Form 5500 for their health and welfare plans,
this might all seem quite new and quite intimidating. Some never even knew they needed to file in the first place. However, Neumark
said that the there are remedies for that in
the form of the Delinquent Filer Voluntary
Compliance Program.
“One of the questions that come up is, ‘I’ve
never filed a 5500 for my welfare plans since
the beginning of time. How far back do I have
to file under the delinquent program?’ That is
a question we’ve posed to the chief accountant’s office, and they’re tolerant,” he said.
Delinquent filers, Newmark said, don’t have
to go back to all the years when they failed to
file. The DOL is fine, in general, with just the
past three, though he’s seen some cases that
go back five or six years. Still, he said that the
program is very forgiving, even in these cases.

“In our practice, it’s not only 401(k), not
only defined contributions and ... benefits.
Part of our practice is the welfare plans.”
—Avery E. Neumark, partner at Marks Paneth LLP
in a defined benefit plan. In welfare programs,
he said, people become participants when they
start making contributions; when they are capable of becoming eligible for the plan, even
if they don’t themselves participate (since they
may have to contribute money anyway); or,
most commonly, the day their formal participation begins—whichever of the three is earliest.
Generally, he said, smaller plans with fewer
than 100 participants don’t have to file at all
unless the benefits are funded through a multiemployer welfare arrangement. However, he
said, if a plan does have to file, its administrators need to figure out what it needs to file for.
Many of his own clients, he said, aren’t aware
of the scope of how many forms they need
to file, when it comes to these kinds of plans.
“A company has a health plan, a dental
plan, a vision plan, a long-term disability plan,
a life insurance plan, all these plans. One 5500
or one for each? That’s the question we get all
the time,” he said.
The answer depends on whether all these
plans are joint or separate. If they’re all done
through a single carrier, broker or administra-

“If you come clean and you’ve gone back a
few years and started now doing it on a regular basis, I think you’re good,” he said.
And if not? Neumark noted that employee
benefit plans are overseen by three different
regulators: the IRS, the DOL and the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation, all of which are
capable of leveling their own penalties, regardless of whatever the other two are doing.
“We have a lot of penalties in this area, and
it scares everyone. We have the IRS penalties.
We have the DOL penalties. And other penalties. You have loads of penalties, and if you
read the statutes and put them together, you’ll
go broke,” he said.
Neumark also went over common red flags
in Form 5500 filings that are especially noticeable. He said that regulators look for inconsistencies, blank spaces (“don’t just leave it blank
because you don’t want to say yes and don’t
want to say no”), large amounts of unusual assets, large drops in plan participants and unusual numbers of loans.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

IF ADVANCEMENT IN YOUR CAREER IS THE
OBJECTIVE, THEN FAE IS THE SOLUTION!
RegisteR Now foR CPe
NOW AT NEW LOWER PRICES!

8 CPE
CREDITS

ATTEND IN-PERSON OR VIA WEBCAST
Health Care Conference
September 26
Register: nysscpa.org/healthcare19
Early Bird Expires 8/5/19

Business and Industry Conference
October 16
Register: nysscpa.org/business19
Early Bird Expires 9/25/19

Digital Assets Conference
October 29
Register: nysscpa.org/digital19
Early Bird Expires 10/8/19

Cannabis Conference
November 6
Register: nysscpa.org/faecannabis19
Early Bird Expires 10/16/19

Tax Planning for Individuals
Conference
November 7
Register: nysscpa.org/taxplan19
Early Bird Expires 10/17/19

Banking Conference
November 12
Register: nysscpa.org/banking19
Early Bird Expires 10/22/19

Auditing Standards Conference
November 14
Register: nysscpa.org/auditing19
Early Bird Expires 10/24/19

Anti–Money Laundering Conference

Partnerships and LLCs Taxation
Conference
December 10
Register: nysscpa.org/partnerships19
Early Bird Expires 11/19/19

New York and Tri-State Taxation
Conference
December 11
Register: nysscpa.org/nystax19
Early Bird Expires 11/20/19

Exempt Organizations Conference
December 17
Register: nysscpa.org/exemptorg19
Early Bird Expires 11/26/19

42nd Annual Nonprofit Conference
(Rochester)
January 9, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/nonprofit20
Early Bird Expires 12/19/19

Taxation of Financial Instruments
and Transactions Conference
January 14, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/tfi20
Early Bird Expires 12/23/19

42nd Annual Nonprofit Conference
(NYC)
January 16, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/nonprofit20
Early Bird Expires 12/26/19

Personal Financial Planning
Conference

November 20
Register: nysscpa.org/aml19
Early Bird Expires 10/30/19

January 23, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/pfp20
Early Bird Expires 1/2/20

Alternative Investment Fund
Conference

International Taxation Conference

November 21
Register: nysscpa.org/aif19
Early Bird Expires 10/31/19

January 30, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/international20
Early Bird Expires 12/27/19

Broker/Dealer Conference
Real Estate/Construction Contractors
Conference
December 3
Register: nysscpa.org/rc19
Early Bird Expires 11/12/19

Trust and Estate Taxation Conference
December 4
Register: nysscpa.org/trusttax19
Early Bird Expires 11/13/19

IRS Practice and Procedures
Conference
December 6
Register: nysscpa.org/irs19
Early Bird Expires 11/15/19

May 6, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/bd20
Early Bird Expires 4/15/20

Business Valuation Conference
May 18, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/bv20
Early Bird Expires 4/27/20

Estate Planning Conference
May 21, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/estate20
Early Bird Expires 4/30/20

Employee Benefits Conference
June 4, 2020
Register: nysscpa.org/eb20
Early Bird Expires 5/14/20

TO REGISTER BY PHONE CALL 800-537-3635
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THE SAME HIGH STANDARDS
YOU EXPECT, AT NEW
LOWER PRICES!

Members mingle
at Summer Rooftop
Networking Event

CheCk out hundreds of fAe’s CPe offerings And register todAy!
for ConferenCes visit: nysscpa.org/conferences
for seminArs visit: nysscpa.org/seminars
or CAll 800-537-3635

FAE’S NEW LOWER PRICES—
SAVE NOW!
Current
Member
Price

Standard
Member
Price

Early Bird
Member
Price

Conference In-Person
at NYSSCPA

$335

$300

$250

Conference Webcast
at NYSSCPA

$335

$250

$200

Conference In-Person
Off-Site

$385

$385

$335

Conference Webcast
Off-Site

$385

$300

$250

8-Hour Seminar
In-Person

$279

$279

$229

8-Hour Seminar
Webcast

$279

$199

$149

4-Hour Seminar
In-Person

$169

$169

$119

4-Hour Seminar
Webcast

$169

$100

$75

CPE Event

On the evening of
June 13, the Society
hosted a Summer
Rooftop Networking
Event at Haven Rooftop
in Midtown Manhattan.
Members enjoyed drinks
and light snacks, along
with stunning views of
the city.
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COMMENT LETTER

Society backs FASB proposal on contract liabilities
in business combinations

By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

I

n a recent comment letter, the
NYSSCPA largely agreed with a proposed accounting standards update from
the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) that would set procedures for how
contract liabilities are accounted for when
they result from a business combination.
The update, Proposed Accounting Standards Update (ASU)—Business Combinations (Topic 805): Revenue from Contracts
with Customers—Recognizing an Assumed
Liability (a Consensus of the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force), bit.ly/2KoNVEi, is
meant to address “the diversity in views
about the circumstances in which an entity
should recognize a contract liability from a
contract with a customer within the scope
of Topic 606 [the revenue recognition stan-

x

dard] that is acquired in a business combination.”
Prior to the passage of the revenue recognition standard, a liability for deferred revenue was generally recognized in an acquirer’s
financial statements if it represented a legal
obligation. Since then, however, the FASB
said stakeholders have expressed confusion
over the proper course of action to take, in
the wake of the new rules.
Under the new standards, the acquiring
entity would recognize a liability assumed
in a business combination from a contract
with a customer if that liability represents an
unsatisfied performance obligation, under
the rules of Topic 606, for which the entity that has been acquired has received consideration, or is due consideration, from the
customer.
The FASB said that, in most situations,
the recognition of revenue in these circum-

stances will be the same as in the previous
rules. However, it acknowledged that there
may be circumstances in which the recognition conclusion could be different, such as
for licenses of symbolic intellectual property or goods or services that are provided as
a customary business practice because the
entity is not legally obligated to perform in
those situations.
The Society, in its April 30 comment letter, agreed with the proposal, although in response to a question in the exposure draft, it
said that the proposed standard should not
be broadly applied to similar transactions
beyond contracts with customers, such as
those within the scope of Topic 610, which
concerns gains and losses from the derecognition of nonfinancial assets.
“We believe this proposed ASU is important,” said Jeffrey A. Keene, chair of the
Society’s Financial Accounting Standards

Committee and the principle drafter of its
comment letter. “Currently, Topic 805—
Business Combinations—does not address
the accounting for contract liabilities recorded under Topic 606—Revenue from Contracts with Customers—assumed as part of
the transaction. As a result, diversity in practice exists as to how to account for such liabilities. The proposed ASU will expand the
guidance in Topic 805 to address contract
liabilities and reduce diversity in practice.”
The proposal does not include a possible
effective date; that will be determined after
the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force considers stakeholder feedback on the ASU. But
the exposure draft said that it would be applied prospectively to business combinations
occurring on or after the effective date, once
that date is determined.

on the audit of the financial statements of
an employee benefit plan. In reviewing the
financial statements, certain workpapers and
other relevant documents submitted by Libock to support his responses to inquiries,
there appeared to be evidence of violations of
the following rules of the NYSSCPA Code
of Professional Conduct: Rule 201–General Standards, A. Professional Competence;
Rule 202–Compliance with Standards; Rule
203–Accounting Principles; and Rule 501,
Interpretation 501-5–Failure to follow requirements of governmental bodies, commissions, or other regulatory agencies.
In accordance with the directives outlined
in the settlement agreement, and without
admitting or denying the alleged violations,
Libock agrees to forgo further investigation
of the matter, waives his rights to a hearing,
agrees to comply immediately with professional standards applicable to the professional
services he performs, and agrees to complete
49 hours of specified CPE within 12 months
of the effective date of the agreement. In addition, Libock agrees to hire an outside party
to perform a preissuance review of the reports,
financial statements and working papers on
all employee benefit plan engagements performed by him for one year from the date a
reviewer has been approved, or until completion of the assigned CPE. In addition, he
must undergo a preissuance review on two
non-employee benefit plan audits performed
by him that year. Thirty days after the effective
date of the agreement, Libock must submit a
list of the non-employee benefit plan audits
on which he expects to issue reports in the
upcoming 12 months from which the audits
subject to preissuance review will be selected.
If his practice changes and he is no longer
involved with audits or no longer acts in a
supervisory capacity on such engagements
during the specified period, he may be required to attest every six months for three
years as to the nature of his practice. If during
the attestation period he returns to performing such engagements, he will be required to
undergo the required preissuance reviews.

To further comply with the directive, six
months after completion of the preissuance
reviews, he must submit a list of the highest level of engagements (audits, reviews and
compilations with note disclosures) he performed in the six-month period following
completion of the preissuance reviews. One
engagement will be selected for review.
Libock agrees to provide information on
any changes in the composition of his practice or changes in his role; or if he has not
performed any audits, reviews or compilations with note disclosures, the period to
select an engagement may be extended until
a suitable work product is available. If he is
no longer involved with audits, reviews and
compilations with note disclosures, or no
longer acts in a supervisory capacity on such
engagements during the specified period, he
may be required to attest every six months
for three years as to the nature of his practice.
If, during the attestation period, he returns
to performing such engagements, a suitable
work product for review will be selected.
Within 30 days of signing the settlement
agreement, he must provide evidence that his
firm has submitted an application to join the
AICPA Employee Benefit Plan Audit Quality Center. Libock will be prohibited from
serving on any ethics or peer review committees of the NYSSCPA; performing peer
reviews in any capacity; and teaching CPE
courses in accounting, auditing and employee
benefit plans until all directives in the settlement agreement have been met. Compliance
with the terms of the settlement agreement
will be monitored, and if noncompliance is
found, an investigation will be initiated.

a crime punishable by imprisonment for
more than one year. Lawrence was found
guilty of violating Connecticut Statutes
53a-71(a)(1), Attempt to Commit Sex 2-Victim 13-15Y, ACTR>3Y Older; 53-21(a)(2),
Attempt to Commit Illegal Sexual ContactVictim<Age 16; and 53a-90a(a), Enticing a
Minor by Computer.

cgaetano@nysscpa.org

DISCIPLINARY MATTERS

ANTHONY V. BRUNO, Red Bank, N.J.,
was suspended from membership for two
years, effective Nov. 28, 2017, under the
provisions of NYSSCPA bylaws Article
XII–Professional Conduct and Disciplinary
Proceedings, Section 5. Automatic Discipline. The action was based on the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board’s
(PCAOB) findings. Through an “Offer of
Settlement,” the PCAOB barred Bruno from
being an associated person of a registered
public accounting firm, based on violations
of PCAOB rules and auditing standards, in
connection with his failure, as the engagement partner, to comply with auditor independence requirements. Bruno authorized
the issuance of a broker-dealer’s audit report,
knowing that the firm had also prepared the
broker-dealer’s financial statements. Due
to Bruno’s actions, the firm violated the
PCAOB rule on auditor independence by
failing to satisfy the independence criteria
applicable to the engagement, including the
criteria established by the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission applicable to audits
of brokers and dealers. With respect to audit
violations, Bruno failed to exercise due professional care and professional skepticism,
and to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support the firm’s audit opinion on
the broker-dealer’s financial statements and
supporting schedule; he also stated, among
other things, that the firm’s audit was conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards. Bruno has the right to file a petition
for reinstatement after two years from the
date of the PCAOB’s order. Further details
regarding the PCAOB’s order can be found
at
pcaobus.org/Enforcement/Decisions/
Documents/105-2017-044-VDBC.pdf.
MICHAEL S. LIBOCK, Westwood, N.J.,
entered into a settlement agreement under
the Joint Ethics Enforcement Program, effective March 12, 2019. Libock was admonished as a result of an investigation alleging
potential disciplinary matters, with respect
to his performance of professional services

CHARLES E. LAWRENCE III, Fairfield, Conn., had his NYSSCPA membership terminated under the provisions of
NYSSCPA bylaws Article XII–Professional Conduct and Disciplinary Proceedings,
Section 2. Criminal Conviction of Member, and Section 5. Automatic Discipline,
effective April 23, 2019. The action was
based on a final judgment of conviction for

JOHN J. LUCZYCKI JR., Skaneateles,
N.Y., entered into a settlement agreement
whereby he waived his rights to a hearing
and agreed to his admonishment by the
NYSSCPA, effective May 17, 2019, under
the Joint Ethics Enforcement Program. The
action was based on the disciplinary action
taken by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), whereby Luczycki consented
to the entry of Order Instituting Public Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings, pursuant to Section 8A of the Securities
Act of 1933, Section 21C of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, and Rule 102(e) of
the Commission’s Rules of Practice. Through
an “Offer of Settlement,” in which he neither
admitted nor denied the findings, the SEC
barred Luczycki from appearing or practicing before the SEC as an accountant, with
the right to apply for reinstatement after
three years. The SEC found that Luczycki,
along with other senior executives, made
improper adjustments that allowed his company to meet earnings targets that it had
communicated to the market. He also knew
or was reckless in not knowing that the company improperly failed to disclose a side
agreement that the company entered into
in February 2001. Luczycki participated in
the company’s failure to disclose, in a timely manner, all of the material facts about the
company’s investment in a fund in June 2001.
Luczycki’s application for reinstatement to
appear and practice before the SEC as an accountant was granted on April 3, 2008. Details regarding the SEC’s Order can be found
on the SEC’s website at sec.gov/litigation/
admin/33-8406.htm.
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An Evening of Celebration with the 100th President
On May 29, members of the NYSSCPA community and their guests celebrated the
installation of Ita M. Rahilly (above, right) as the 100th president of the 122-yearold Society, succeeding Jan C. Herringer (above left). Eleven past presidents of
the Society were in attendance.
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The NYSSCPA honored five members with
Society Awards: William H. Dresnack with
Jan C. Herringer (below); Steven M. Morse
(second row, left); and, with Herringer: Joel
C. Quall (second row, center), J. Michael
Kirkland (second row, right) and Dominic
J. Rovano (third row, right).

“We all owe a debt to Charles Waldo Haskins for the foundation he laid
for our profession and for our State Society.”—Ita M. Rahilly, 100th NYSSCPA President
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BUSINESS VALUATION CONFERENCE

MORE THAN

Conference speakers
address difficulty of
valuing cryptocurrency

COMMITTEES
SERVING
MEMBERS

By CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

NYSSCPA COMMITTEES
EXPAND YOUR NETWORK

W

ithin just a few years, blockchain-based digital assets such
as cryptocurrencies have become
very popular. But according to a pair of speakers at the Foundation for Accounting Education’s Business Valuation Conference on
May 20, while much has been made of their
vast economic potential, actually valuing such
assets in dollars and cents can be a significant
challenge for professionals, particularly given
the difficulty of fitting these new assets into
current valuation models.
John Sawyer, senior director of valuation
services at Alvarez and Marsal Holdings,
LLC, noted that one problem is that there’s
very little in the way of stable reference points
to determine whether prices are accurate.
While exchanges list exchange prices, Sawyer
said there’s no real way to know whether the
posted prices match up with the actual prices because there’s little documentation explaining their pricing methods and there are
generally too many transactions through an
exchange to check against the actual ledger.

the public—often to fund a venture of some
sort—are generated very differently than are
typical initial public offerings (IPOs). Instead
of working through venture capitalists to get
funding in exchange for equity, ICOs begin
with a white paper explaining the business
idea and how it will work; it is then released
to the internet so that people who are interested in the idea can buy a token.
“Some are pretty well put together; the presentation is nice and the spelling correct,” said
Van Zandt. “Others are just the opposite. ... It
looks like a high school paper in some ways. But
in a crowdfunding type of activity it can still gain
some traction and raise a fair amount of money.”
The challenge, though, is this: How exactly can someone value an idea with nothing
backing it up? Valuation standards often require at least some documentation, but in the
case of an ICO, there’s often little to no such
documentation, according to Sawyer. Without such documentation, there’s no way a valuation expert can sign off on an opinion. He
said that his own firm has been approached by
people looking to value the white paper, “and
we looked at it, and we can’t, because there’s
no documentation, so I can’t come up with

What’s your professional specialty? NYSSCPA
committees connect you with experts in your practice
area. It’s another way to keep current, network with
experts, and take on leadership roles.
HERE’S A SAMPLE
Accounting and Auditing—10 specialties, including
Sustainability and Employee Benefits
Consulting Services—6 specialties, including the
new Cybersecurity Committee
Human Capital—4 committees, including NextGen
Industry—13 committees, ranging from the Cannabis
Industry to Family Office
Operations—6 committees cover topics such as
ethics and legislation
Practice Management—2 committees based on
firm size
Public Sector—5 committees, such as the popular
Not-for-Profit Organizations
Tax—choose from more than a dozen committees
based on tax specialties
Committee membership is open exclusively to NYSSCPA
members in good standing.There is no additional cost to
participate.

Learn more at
nysscpa.org/committees

“So one thing to be concerned about is ...
there’s no vision or clarity into what is on
the other side,” he said. “You [not] only don’t
know who the market participant is, but you
also have to trust the exchange.”
Arik Van Zandt, managing director of valuation services at Alvarez and Marsal, pointed out that a price by itself is still not always
sufficient to derive what most professionals in
his area are really looking for—value.
“You have to have some real intrinsic value, some real economics behind the supply-and-demand type of issues,” he said.
Sawyer noted that the price of bitcoin can
fluctuate wildly, averaging about 20 percent up
or down each day. But many times, this price
change comes with little to no perceivable value change. Yes, the price may have gone from
$6,000 to $8,000 in the course of a single day,
but the economics haven’t really changed at all.
Instead, explained Van Zandt, it would seem
that many of the swings have to do with political issues such as elections, trade tensions or
other news, indicating that the highs and lows
are driven more by emotional reactions than by
any tangible change in value.
Another issue that challenges valuation experts is that their models don’t always work
within the very things they’re being asked to
value. Sawyer noted that initial coin offerings
(ICO), whereby new tokens are introduced to

a conclusion of value. I can come up with a
calculation, potentially, on the potential of
the platform, but I can’t value that,” he said.
Startups with angel investors, where there’s
literally nothing but an idea and money to
back it up, are easier to value in this respect,
he said, because a valuation expert can then at
least talk to the CEO or the investor. It may
not be possible, however, to do even that with
certain ICOs.
Sawyer asked his audience to imagine a
laundromat that, like many of its kind, won’t
accept cash for the use of its machines but,
rather, requires customers to exchange cash
for tokens that can be used only at that establishment. This, he said, is very similar to
what an ICO does. The challenge, then, can
be compared to valuing this laundromat when
there’s no actual laundromat yet to value.
“How can you value those tokens if you
don’t know the value of the platform?” he said,
“or don’t know how much activity [is on it]?
These tokens are issued before the laundromat even exists. In order to use the machine
at the laundromat, you’ll need these tokens,
but there’s just a guy on his couch saying he’ll
open the laundromat. How do you value
that? What is the value of the guy sitting on
his couch writing the white paper?”
Continued on page 19
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How a few little letters can change your career

W

hen there are hundreds of thousands of financial professionals
at work in public accounting,
business and industry, government, academia and consulting, how can you stand
out in such a crowded profession?
Many financial professionals do this by
leveraging the rapid growth of advisory
services. By offering specialized knowledge to your clients or employer, you’re
positioned to be more competitive in the
marketplace and are able to differentiate
yourself from others in the field. And that
translates into increased compensation
and career advancement opportunities.
Firms are finding that offering more services can increase their bottom line.
When you move beyond compliance
work to more future-oriented, value-added work, you can do more for your clients,
serving them in new ways. Organizations
with credentialed professionals realize
increased profit margins through the
management of risk, improved controls,
process and workflow improvements and
faster decision-making through simulations and data analytics.
The fact is, value-added services are not
just a trend, and they are not going away.
Of Accounting Today’s Top 100 Niche Services, business valuation consistently has
ranked in the top five for the past 15 years.
Both forensic accounting and financial
planning are growing much faster than the
accounting profession as a whole.
According to the Robert Half 2016 Salary
Guide, the need for financial professionals
with technology experience is rising, given the complexities of systems, tools and
emerging technologies.
Unlock the possibilities
The AICPA offers the only credentials
built on the foundation of competency,
objectivity and integrity. The credentials
are: Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF®),
Personal Financial Specialist (PFS™), Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV®) and
Certified Information Technology Professional (CITP®).
Credentials for all areas of interest
Forensic accounting has become one
of the fastest growing specialty-practice

areas for U.S. financial professionals who
want to demonstrate their knowledge,
skills and experience in the forensic accounting area. The CFF credential encompasses fundamental and specialized forensic accounting skills that you can apply in
a variety of service areas, including bankruptcy and insolvency; computer forensic
analysis; family law; valuations; economic
damages calculations; and fraud prevention, detection and response. In addition,
the CFF credential sets you apart as an expert witness in the courtroom.
The PFS credential showcases a financial
professional’s expertise in personal financial planning. This credential is an excellent
next step for financial professionals seeking to expand or diversify a tax-focused
practice. Your comprehensive knowledge
in financial planning and tax enables you
to bring a holistic approach to your clients’
financial needs, whether advising on retirement, estate, tax, risk management and/or
investment planning.
Two major factors are driving up the
demand for financial planners. First, given
the complexities of the American Taxpayer
Relief Act of 2012 (ATRA) and the new net
investment income tax that will affect every area of financial planning, clients are
looking for objective guidance. Second,
large numbers of baby boomers are head-

ing into retirement and seeking advisers to
help them plan accordingly to avoid outliving their financial resources.
The ABV credential is ideal for financial
professionals who want to enter this in-demand area by positioning themselves as
a premier business valuation service provider who goes beyond the core service of
reaching a conclusion of value to creating
value for clients through the strategic application of this analysis.
The rise in demand for business valuation experts and firms that offer this service has been fueled by a rapid increase
in merger-and-acquisition activity, gifting
and estate transfers, and the Small Business Administration’s requirement for independent business valuations on loan
regulations. Other valuation services include valuing a business due to transfer of
ownership, divorce settlement, fair value
accounting, employee stock ownership
plan (ESOP) valuations, economic damage
calculations and expert witness or litigation support.
Financial professionals who have considerable expertise in information management and technology assurance should
seek the CITP credential. Financial professionals who have earned the CITP credential are recognized for their unique ability
to provide technology-related assurance

and business insight by leveraging knowledge of information, data relationships
and supporting technologies.
This credential spans a broad base of
knowledge—from IT assurance, IT risk
management and security, and privacy to
analytics and emerging technologies. CITP
credential holders are helping their clients or organization improve operations,
ensure financial data integrity, determine
risks associated with financial reporting,
and prevent and detect fraud.
A closer look at the requirements
In addition to being an AICPA member in
good standing and signing a “Declaration
of Intent” to comply with the requirements
of credential recertification, each candidate must also meet the requirements
specified in the accompanying chart.
Resources available from the AICPA
No matter which credential you pursue, the AICPA supports you every step
of the way by providing everything from
exam prep materials to exclusive tools and
technical resources that will help you, as
a credential holder, maintain the highest
level of competency in delivering advisory
services. When you’re ready to take your
career to the next level with an AICPA credential, visit aicpa.org/credentials.

      Requirements for the four credentials
Exam Requirement

Business Experience Requirement

Education Requirement

CFF

Pass the CFF Examination

1,000 hours of business experience in
forensic accounting within the five-year
period preceding the date of the CFF
application

75 hours of forensic accounting continuing professional education (CPE)
within the five-year period preceding
the date of the CFF application

PFS

Pass one of three comprehensive exams: Personal Financial
Specialist (CPA/PFS), Certified
Financial Planner® (CFP) or
Chartered Financial Consultant
(ChFC)

3,000 hours of personal financial planning
experience within the five-year period
preceding the date of the PFS application;
up to 1,000 hours of tax compliance experience can count toward the total experience
requirement

75 hours of personal financial
planning CPE within the five-year
period preceding the date of the PFS
application

ABV

Pass the ABV Examination (this is
waived for accredited members
and accredited senior appraisers of the American Society of
Appraisers)

Either six business valuation engagements
or 150 hours of business valuation experience within the five-year period preceding
the date of the ABV application

75 hours of valuation CPE within the
five-year period preceding the date
of the ABV application

CITP

Pass the CITP Examination

1,000 hours of business experience in
information management and technology
assurance within the five-year period preceding the date of the CITP application

75 hours of information management and technology assurance CPE
within the five-year period preceding
the date of the CITP application

Cryptocurrency
Continued from page 18

Not that the task is completely insurmountable. While valuation for financial
reporting remains problematic, Sawyer said
his firm has given valuation opinions for tax
purposes. When dealing with digital assets in
this context, he said, they can be treated as a
level 2 or even level 1 investment (neither of
which needs as much calculation and documentation as a level 3 investment). With this
in mind, he explained that his firm uses the
close price on a particular cryptocurrency to
determine valuation for tax purposes, though

he reiterated that this can be fraught with pitfalls: “How do you define [close price] with
a market open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week and [with] 20 percent price swings?”
Sawyer also pointed out that there are
certain kinds of assets surrounding the cryptocurrency world that can be valued within
current models. For example, he said, many
cryptocurrencies rely on miners to generate
the tokens in the first place. He said that his
own firm has valued mining operations before,
which are easier to understand. Their main in-

put is electricity, and their main outputs are
cryptocurrency tokens. From these two values,
it is possible to give an opinion as to what a
particular mining operation is worth.
Still, Sawyer said that lack of clarity from
the regulators is another major obstacle. The
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
for example, tentatively said that while digital tokens are not necessarily securities, many
of them share a number of common features
with them. Valuing cryptocurrencies and
other digital assets, then, will remain a chal-

lenge until regulators develop more consistent
thoughts on how they should be treated.
“The SEC hasn’t made the final blow on
whether these are securities, but they look
and smell and feel [like] they could go that
way,” he said. “They could become a security,
and that has a lot of implications from a tax
and regulatory side ... because information
issued to purchasers and participants in a token is different than what investors get from
equity investments.”
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Why did you switch between public and private practice?
MICHAEL B. HERZ | VP of Accounting and Finance | White Plains | Public to Private
I’d just been promoted to audit manager, six months after completing my MBA in finance from Pace,
going to school at night while working full time. I was put on a client of the firm—a small company that
had recently held its IPO and was looking to start up production and sales of its product. They needed
to lay out who would do what and what internal controls would be in place, and I helped them out with
that. At the end, they said they were going to need a controller to handle all this stuff and asked if I’d be
interested. I said yes.
I’d decided that I didn’t want to have public accounting as a career goal. Now, there were parts of public
accounting I really liked, like management advisory services that can help a company grow, but, unfortunately, this was only a small piece of my work. Mostly it was auditing. The other thing was, as a manager, I
knew there would be an expectation that I was going to need to be a rainmaker and bring in new clients, and
I didn’t see myself being that good at it.
While the position only lasted a year (it became apparent to me that the company was not going to make
it, so we parted ways), I didn’t feel an urge to return to public. After a total of six more years in two other
controllership positions, I started my own business, which began as a traditional tax prep firm but evolved
into an outsourced CFO service, which I ran for 15 years. Then, about 12 years ago, I returned to private
industry. As opposed to going from client to client in public accounting, when you’re in private industry
you’re living it every day, and so you can effect change from the inside, versus coming in for a week and
making recommendations, and hope they listen to you. In this sense, you’re a strong agent of change, which
is something that really appeals to me.
michaelbherz@gmail.com
MATTHEW G. GALLAGHER | Financial Business Manager | Queens | Public to Private
I was in public for six years. I was looking for something a little different, in terms of hours. It was
one of the big considerations, in fact. Tax season would take a lot out of me, so I wanted something with
a little more work-life balance. But as much as the hours, I also wanted to be able to step into the role
of the client and understand the ins and outs of a company. When you’re the auditor, you can be very
much on the outside looking in, but on the private side, you live the day to day there, so you’re more
entrenched in the details and can see what’s going on. So, for the past six years I’ve been working for St.
John’s University as a financial business manager, mainly working in the facilities and conference services
areas. It’s given me the stability and the hours I was looking for in public, as well as the deep involvement
with internal operations.
gallaghm@stjohns.edu

LENORE C. SANCHEZ | Audit Supervisor | Woodcliff Lake, N.J. | Private to Public
While I began my career in public and moved to private, I found it didn’t realty suit me. One of the things
I liked about public accounting was being able to help a wide variety of clients in a lot of different industries,
but in private, this was collapsed to just one: your own or someone else’s company. To me, it felt limiting,
contrasted with helping multiple people, not just entities but business owners and board members, who can
take that knowledge and apply it to other organizations they’re within. In this respect, I was also concerned
about growing as a professional. I felt that my knowledge was limited because I was only working in one
industry, and I thirsted for a wider base of experience. With all of this in mind, I’ve since returned to public
accounting, where I specialize in not-for-profits and am growing a niche in museums.
lsanchez@pkfod.com

MELISSA L. HICKS | Senior Manager | Melville | Private to Public
Although I initially moved from public to private, I’m now back in public practice. The reason I moved
to private was because I just had a child and was thinking of having another one. I was in search of better
work-life balance and wanted to see what if it would be better in private. Rather than working crazy hours
in public accounting, I made the move to private and had a 9-to-5 job. But, eventually, I was bored. When
I first started in private, I was doing a lot of grant writing, but when that started to slow down, the job became mostly month-end close, allocations, reviewing journal entries, reviewing staff work, reviewing claims
and things like that. Each month, it was the exact same thing, over and over again. It was very tedious and
didn’t need a lot of thought on a regular basis.
Eventually, I began speaking with Baker Tilly about their flexible work arrangement. Since work-life
balance was the main reason I left public in the first place, being able to go back to public to enjoy the
variety of work, while having the flexibility to enjoy more time with my kids, it made perfect sense for me
to go back. Now I’m working with different clients on different things, which keeps me interested and on
my feet. Public isn’t for everyone, but after a couple of years in private, I decided that the challenging and
busy environment of public accounting was more exciting to me than private accounting.
melissa.hicks@bakertilly.com
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CHAPTER EVENTS & CPE
Buffalo
Buffalo Chapter Young Professionals
Golf Tournament
When: Aug. 2, 8 a.m.–6 p.m.
Where: Buffalo Tournament Club,
6432 Genesee St., Lancaster
Cost: $80 per golfer
Course Code: 45010001
Contact: William Bakke at
wbakke@lumsdencpa.com

Manhattan/Bronx
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter—Social
Security: Answering Client Questions on
How to Maximize Benefits
When: July 25, 6–8 p.m. (check-in begins at
5:30 p.m.)
Where: Janney Montgomery Scott LLC,
1166 6th Ave., 21st floor
CPE: 1 (advisory services); 1 (specialized
knowledge)
Cost: $20 members, $30 nonmembers
($10 additional fee for walk-ins)
Course Code: 29152001
Register online or call 800-537-3635

CPE: 2 (taxation)
Cost: $20 members, $30 nonmembers
($10 additional fee for walk-ins)
Course Code: 29156002
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter Annual
Golf Classic
When: Oct. 17, 8:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Where: Trump Golf Links at Ferry Point,
500 Hutchinson River Parkway, Bronx
Cost: $545 per golfer, $150 for cocktails and
dinner only
Course Code: 45150001
Register online via PayPal

Nassau
Nassau Chapter Ellen Gordon CPAs 4(a):
Cause 5K Run/Walk
When: July 11, 4:30 p.m.
Where: Eisenhower Park, Field 1 & 2,
1899 Hempstead Turnpike, East Meadow
Cost: $20 for 5K Run/Walk, $10 for 1 Mile Fun Run
Course Code: 45030001
Register online at elitefeats.com?cpa5k

Manhattan/Bronx Chapter—I.R.C. §1031
Tax Deferred Exchanges of Real Property
When: Sept. 20, 8:30–10:30 a.m.
(check-in begins at 8 a.m.)
Where: Wells Fargo, 150 East 42nd St.

Nassau Chapter Student CPA Fest
When: Oct. 30, 3–8:30 p.m.
Where: Chateau Briand, 440 Old Country Road,
Carle Place
Cost: $70 members, $80 nonmembers
Course Code: 45030002
Register online via PayPal

Rockland
Rockland Chapter—NYS Sales Tax
When: July 25, 8:30–11:30 a.m.
Where: City Line Restaurant, 254 S. Main St.,
New City
Cost: $40 members, $60 nonmembers
Course Code: 29176002
Register online or call 800-537-3635

Rockland/Westchester
Joint Event

Syracuse
Syracuse Chapter Summer Networking
Mixer
When: July 18, 6–8 p.m.
Where: Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse,
701 East Genesee St., Syracuse
Cost: Free
Course Code: 45090001
Contact: David Herring at dgh@bcpllc.com
Register online or call 800-537-3635
Syracuse Chapter Summer Sizzler and
CPA Ethics Update
When: Aug. 20
Where: Drumlins Country Club,
800 Nottingham Road, Syracuse
CPE: 2 (regulatory ethics)
Cost: TBD
Course Code: TBD
Registration details to be announced

Rockland and Westchester Chapters
Boulders Game
When: July 25, 6–8:30 p.m.
Where: Palisades Credit Union Park,
Provident Bank Park Dr., Pomona
Cost: $50 members, $60 nonmembers
Course Code: 45170001
Register online via PayPal or contact Shari Berk at
shari@seberkcpapc.com

Looking ahead to Summer Symposium and golf outing
By LISA MRKALL

Buffalo Chapter President

S

pring in Buffalo didn’t get off to a great
start, but the Buffalo Chapter is off and
running for another year. I’m eager and
ready to begin my year as president, and I’m
truly honored to be working with an incredible group of officers and board members. I’d
be remiss if I didn’t thank our past president,
Kevin M. Penner, for all of his contributions

this past year. Kevin left very big shoes to fill,
but I will be sure to continue his practices of
abundant communication on chapter activities and enthusiastically supporting our committees and events.
Speaking of events, the Buffalo Chapter
recently welcomed NYSSCPA Executive
Director Joanne S. Barry and President Ita
M. Rahilly, at its annual Education Night
CPE session and dinner on April 23. A
fantastic presentation of awards took place
honoring several students from the accounting programs of eight local area colleges
and universities. The chapter also celebrated
Patricia A. McGrath by naming her as the
recipient of the 2019 Peter X. Bellanti Distinguished Service Award for her countless
contributions to the Buffalo Chapter. Pat
is to be commended for her service to the
chapter, which began in 2008. Pat is now the
chair of the Accounting & Auditing Committee, which focuses on the chapter’s largest
continuing education offering with its annual Summer Symposium, a two-day educational session addressing the most relevant
and current topics in the accounting and

auditing arena. This event is led by Pat and
contributes greatly to the chapter’s ability to
annually fund scholarships to local-area students who have chosen to pursue studies in
accounting. In addition to chairing the A&A
Committee, she also serves as the Buffalo
Chapter Representative on the NYSSCPA
Board. Many thanks to Pat for her endless
energy and dedication to the chapter!
Coincidentally, Pat is in the midst of planning the chapter’s next Summer Symposium,
to be held Tuesday and Wednesday, July
23-24, 8:30 a.m.–4:45 p.m., at the Millennium Airport Hotel. It will be jam-packed
with valuable topics and relevant speakers
on subjects including blockchain and technocrime. The Buffalo Chapter is also hosting its annual Young Professionals Golf
Outing on Friday, Aug. 2, 8 a.m.–6 p.m., at
the Buffalo Tournament Club in Lancaster. This is a very popular summer event, not
just for our younger members, but for anyone interested in spending the day with fellow professionals and getting some fresh air,
assuming we eventually get summer-like
weather in Buffalo!

As we look to the year ahead, it’s hard to
overlook the unprecedented busy season that
many of us just completed. Tax reform continues to have many ripple effects and uncertainties. The challenges brought on by the many
facets of tax reform, from unfinalized regulations to numerous new tax forms and schedules, raised new issues and big questions for
practitioners. Members are encouraged more
than ever to use the Buffalo Chapter and the
NYSSCPA to lean on for resources as we all
navigate the changes in the tax reform landscape, because there are more changes to come.
It has come to our attention that not all
members are receiving information from the
Buffalo Chapter. Please check to see that your
NYSSCPA member profile is set up to receive
electronic communications from the Buffalo
Chapter and the NYSSCPA. If it is not set
up, please visit nysscpa.org and log in using
the button at the top-right side of the home
page. If you have any issues, please call the
State Society office at 1-800-NYSSCPA (1800-697-7272).
lmrkall@tsacpa.com
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Accountants eat, sleep and breathe change;
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter can help lead the way
By AARON BERSON

Manhattan/Bronx Chapter President

A

s incoming president for the Manhattan/Bronx Chapter, I am extremely honored and humbled to have the
opportunity to serve in a leadership role within the Society. I want to thank everyone on
the past board and current board for stepping
up to help lead our chapter!
As accountants, we are the masters of
change; it is our job to stay current on all that
is changing for our clients. This past year is
no exception, with new tax regulations, some

significant overhauls to GAAP, and some exciting Financial Accounting Standards Board
updates going into effect. No matter the subject, we live and handle change every day in
substantial ways. With all the effort spent
adapting to change for our clients, we as a
group often overlook managing change for
ourselves. That shouldn’t happen.
Let me give you some background on
myself; I began my career at Deloitte as an
intern in its national tax practice, helping
large companies handle capital expenditure
determinations, schedules and the related
business effects. I moved on to EisnerAmper,
where I advised small to medium businesses
on business strategy, taxation and financial
statements to connect the dots between all
the different items affecting their business. I
soon began teaching at New York University as an adjunct professor and later founded
a technology-based client accounting services
(CAS) group at EisnerAmper. Next, I moved
to GettryMarcus CPA P.C. to do the same
and head up the firm’s newest and most exciting division in an ever-growing area of the
profession—outsourced services, or CAS.
Our group is founded on the premise that
we can serve our clients better than ever by leveraging technology to augment our amazing

people. The key here is technology: new technology, which is continually changing, and
more rapidly than most of the other changes
we see in the profession. The reason I expand
on this is to emphasize that our profession is
undergoing a major change—a technology
renaissance, if you will.
During this year as president, my goals are
to support our membership through CPE
to grow our technical skill sets as well as
our appetite for change. We will be holding
events—in person and online—to accommodate our members. I would like to enable
many practitioners to retain and attract talent
to help us all grow; I believe technology is an
underused tool to do so.
As a board, we will be using more technology to be more collaborative than ever, to be
engaged and vocal. I encourage our members
to do the same: Pick one collaborative technology, and implement it in your firm.
Change is the name of the game we have all
been playing our entire career. It’s time to do
it again—together! Come out to our events to
leverage the experiences of others, grow your
network and learn something new.
We have some great events planned for our
members and are looking forward to helping
everyone grow professionally and technically.

On Thursday, July 25, 6–8 p.m., we will be
holding a CPE event titled “Social Security: Answering Client Questions on How to
Maximize Benefits.” This course, to be held at
the office of Janney Montgomery Scott LLC,
1166 Avenue of the Americas, will help practitioners better advise those individuals ready
to move to the next phase of their life and
how to navigate Social Security successfully.
Also in midtown Manhattan, we will be
hosting “IRC §1031 Tax Deferred Exchanges of Real Property” on Friday, Sept. 20,
8:30–10:30 a.m., at the Wells Fargo Learning
Center, 150 East 42nd St. This CPE event
will offer attendees a high-level overview of
the process, rules and regulations, as well as
some practical usage for investment property
owners. This can be an excellent way for some
families to build wealth.
On Monday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m., we will be
holding a CPE event at 14 Wall St. titled,
“Communicate Up the Corporate Ladder:
How to Succeed in Business with Clarity
and Purpose.” Attendees will learn strategies
and tactics to improve their speaking skills. A
goal is to be able to immediately engage and
captivate an audience, whether it is a room of
people or a client across the table.
aberson@gettrymarcus.com

Responding to members’ needs with more inclusive
programming, diverse CPE and networking events
By LENORE C. SANCHEZ

Rockland Chapter President

T

hank you to each 2018–2019 board
member of the Rockland Chapter for
your service. The dedication of each of
you has made a difference. Many don’t see the
passion and soul that the board has put into the
chapter, but I am aware of it, and am so very
pleased to have worked alongside of you for the
past few years, most recently as president. I appreciate your support and confidence in having
been reelected as president for the 2019–2020
year, and look forward to beginning phase two.
This past year was a very noteworthy one
for the Rockland Chapter. The executive board
began the year by embracing the need to expand from traditional CPA-focused activities
in order to be inclusive of our new members:
non-CPAs in associate industries. We also recognized that our traditional membership and
profession is going through an era of change.
We reached out to our members for feedback,

to hear from you what we can do to make your
membership more valuable.
We asked, and approximately one-third of
the membership answered—thank you! To
sum it up, many of the respondents are interested in more diverse CPE topics. In addition,
the logistics of events, including the time of
day and location, are areas that respondents
consistently mentioned. Many of those who
responded are also interested in additional
networking events.
Good news: We listened, and we are working on implementation! The CPE committee
is working diligently on securing top-notch
speakers for CPE topics that the chapter has
not previously offered. Many of our CPE
events have taken place in the morning, and
while we will still offer them then, we will be
sure to have evening CPE sessions as well.
The importance of networking cannot be
overestimated. Interest in networking events
is high. Our social committee is in the process
of working on events, including those with
other groups in associate industries to maximize opportunities for our members. Additionally, we continue to take advantage of having other NYSSCPA chapters very close by,
and are holding our annual joint event, “Family and Friends Night,” with the Westchester
Chapter on Thursday, July 25, 6-8 p.m., as
we watch the Rockland Boulders take on the
Ottawa Champions at Palisades Credit Union
Park in Pomona.
On June 11, we installed our 2019–2020
board members at our after-tax season networking event. The evening was extra special,
featuring Dennis O’Sullivan, former New York

Jets defensive/offensive lineman, as our guest
speaker. Later in the month, we were very
happy to host representatives of NYSSCPA
at our organizational meeting, as we discussed what is in store for the upcoming year.
We look forward to their support in reaching
out to our members, as approximately half of
the survey respondents replied by paper mail.
This indicates many things, one of which is
that many do not receive communication
from the Society by email. If that is the case,
and you need assistance to ensure the receipt
of the chapter's electronic communication,
please check to see that your NYSSCPA
member profile is set up to receive electronic
communications from the Rockland Chapter and the NYSSCPA. If it is not set up,
please visit nysscpa.org, and log in via the
button on the top right of the site. If you
have any problems, please call the Society at
1-800-NYSSCPA (1-800-697-7272) and
ask for website assistance.

To conclude the month of June, Anthony
Enea of Enea, Scanlan & Sirignano, LLP offered our members CPE by presenting “Critical Issues Facing Seniors.”
I once again look forward to attending the
NYSSCPA’s Leadership Conference, at the end
of July. It is a wonderful opportunity to network
with chapter presidents and presidents-elect
statewide, as well as others who serve as an integral part to the Society. I am excited to learn Ita
M. Rahilly’s goals for the NYSSCPA this year
as president and help her carry them through
on a local level by the work of our chapter.
As president for a second consecutive term,
I continue to put my commitment to the
chapter at the forefront. I urge members to
reach out to me directly for anything your
chapter can help you with, as our goal is to
deliver the utmost value of your membership
to you.
lsanchez@pkfod.com

The Rockland Chapter installs its board members at a June 11 event. From left to right: Michael E. Milisits, William P. Hughes,
Mitchell A. Davis, Dennis O’Sullivan (former NY Jets defensive lineman and speaker), Chapter President Lenore C. Sanchez,
Chapter Secretary Denise A. Collins, Phyllis R. Graybow, Larry J. Shaffer and David Evangelista.
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FAE LISTINGS
AICPA Pricing Schedule

For AICPA-developed courses, the following pricing schedule applies.

If you are:

8-hour course

A member of both AICPA and NYSSCPA: $249 (Live), $169 (Web)
Only a member of the NYSSCPA:
$279 (Live), $199 (Web)
Only a member of the AICPA:
$349 (Live), $269 (Web)
A member of neither AICPA nor NYSSCPA: $379 (Live), $299 (Web)

For 4-hour courses, see course description for price information. For details, refer to
the registration information on nysscpa.org/fae.

According to New York State Regulations, courses may
only be categorized as the following fields of study for
CPE accreditation:

Accounting
Advisory Services
Auditing
Ethics
Specialized Knowledge
Taxation

AC
AD
AU
E
SK
T

Courses that have a concentration in more than one field
of study are labeled with the quantity of credits that
apply to each category.

KEY

GEOGRAPHIC AREA
LOCATION
FIELD OF STUDY
Date

Course Title

Field of Study Course Code
Site
Developer

Member Price/Nonmember Price

(L) = Live Event, (W) = Webcast

The FAE delivers the following professional education programs for CPAs and other financial professionals in all areas of business, including all public accounting practice areas, and those
working in government, industry and academia, to help satisfy their New York state calendar-year continuing professional education requirements. To search within New York City, refer to
Manhattan/Bronx. To search within Albany, refer to Northeast. For the most up-to-date events information, visit nysscpa.org or call 800-537-3635. SIGN UP TODAY!

FOR AUGUST 1, 2019, THROUGH JANUARY 31, 2020
BUFFALO

TAXATION

8/14

11/20

Securing a Comfortable Retirement in
the Age of Spending

AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

ACCOUNTING
U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry

AC/8			32156081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
AICPA
$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 16:
$229/$329/$199/$299

11/22

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for
Small to Medium-Sized Businesses

AC/8			21150081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 18: $229/$329

AUDITING
11/21

FAE’S Auditing Update

AU/4			21137081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 17: $119/$219

11/21

FAE’S Compilation, Review and Preparation
of Financial Statements Update

AU/4			21144081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 17: $119/$219

ETHICS

11/18
FAE’S Ethics Update for Members in Business
E/4			21305081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 21: $119/$219

11/18

FAE’S Ethics Update for Public Practice

E/4			21304081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 21: $119/$219

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
Date TBA

Securing a Comfortable Retirement in
the Age of Spending

SK/4, T/4			33605081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through July 18: $229/$329

U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry

Date TBA

See course listing under Specialized Knowledge.

11/21

The Best Federal Tax Update Course
by Surgent

T/8			33622081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 31: $229/$329

11/22

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns—Form 1041
Workshop with Filled-in Forms

T/8			33624081
Buffalo Marriott Niagara
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 1: $229/$329

MANHATTAN/BRONX
ACCOUNTING
8/5

K2’s Excel Financial Reporting and Analysis

AC/8		
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34114011, 35114011 (W)

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 15:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

8/6

K2’s Excel Pivot Tables for Accountants
AC/4, AD/4
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34115011, 35115011 (W)

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 15:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

8/7

K2’s QuickBooks for Accountants
AC/4, AD/4
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34116011, 35116011 (W)

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 17:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

8/8

K2’s Excel Tips, Tricks, and Techniques
for Accountants
AC/4, AD/4
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34117011, 35117011 (W)

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 18:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

32152011, 35152011 (W)

10/14

CFO Series: Balance Sheet Management
AC/6, AD/2		
14 Wall Street
Executive Education Inc.

34230011

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 24:
$229/$329/$199/ $299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 23: $229/$329

8/16

Revenue Recognition: Mastering the New FASB
Requirements

Examining the New Lease Accounting Standard:
More than Meets the Eye

AC/4		
33125011, 35125011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 26:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32153011, 35153011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 26:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

10/18

8/16

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for
Small to Medium-Sized Businesses

AC/8		
21148011, 35148011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 26:
$229/$329 (L), $149/249 (W)

Leases: Mastering the New FASB Requirements
AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32154011, 35154011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 27:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

11/7

ASU No. 2016-14: Not-for-Profit Financial Reporting

8/16

Fraud Basics: Protecting the Company Till

AC/4		
33124011, 35124011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$169/$269 (W), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 26:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

AC/4		
33127011, 35127011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 17:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

12/2

9/17

CFO Series: Strategy and Critical Thinking Skills
AC/2, AD/6		
14 Wall Street
Executive Education Inc.

10/17

34220011

Five Critical Issues that CPAs in Industry Will Need
to Face This Year
AC/2, T/2		
33130011, 35130011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Aug. 27: $229/$329

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 11:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

9/26

12/11

AC/1, AD/1, SK/6 25545011, 35545011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education

AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

Health Care Conference

Forensic Accounting Investigative Practices

$300/$400 (L), $250/$350 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Aug. 5:
$250/$350 (L), $200/$300 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 20:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

10/3

12/16

Not-for-Profit Financial Reporting: Mastering
the Unique Requirements
AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32115011, 35115011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 12:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

32118011, 35118011 (W)

U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry
AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32101012, 35101012 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 25:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)
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12/18

Revenue Recognition: Mastering the New
FASB Requirement
AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32102012, 35102012 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 27:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

12/19

Leases: Mastering the New FASB Requirements
AC/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32103012, 35103012 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 28:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

12/27

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for
Small to Medium-Sized Businesses

AC/8		
21151011, 35151011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Dec. 6:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

ADVISORY SERVICES
8/6

K2’s Excel Pivot Tables for Accountants
See course listing under Accounting.

8/7

K2’s QuickBooks for Accountants
See course listing under Accounting.

8/8

K2’s Excel Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for
Accountants
See course listing under Accounting.

8/19

CFO Series: Keeping Up with Technology

AD/8			34209011
14 Wall Street
Executive Education Inc.
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through July 29: $229/$329

11/12

K2’s Microsoft Office 365—All the Things
You Need to Know
AD/8		
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34202011, 35202011 (W)

CFO Series: Financial Leadership

AD/8			34210011
14 Wall Street
Executive Education Inc.

12/12

AU/4		
33128011, 35128011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

AU/8		
33634011, 35634011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

AD/8		
33205011, 35205011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 30:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

11/21

Current Developments and Best Practices for
Today’s CFOs and Controllers

AD/4		
33206011, 35206011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 31:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/3

Analytics and Big Data for Accountants
AD/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32204011, 35204011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 12:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

AUDITING
8/1

Becoming an AICPA Peer Review Team or Review
Captain: Case Study Application
AU/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

See course listing under Accounting.

10/14

CFO Series: Balance Sheet Management
See course listing under Accounting.

11/11

K2’s Introduction to Excel Macros
AD/4		
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34201011, 35201011 (W)

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 21:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

The 2018 Yellow Book Revision

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 18:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

11/8

Recent Frauds Occurring in Not-for-Profit
Entities and Governments

AU/4		
33129011, 35129011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 18:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

11/11

K2’s Implementing Internal Controls in
QuickBooks Environments
AU/4		
14 Wall Street
K2 Enterprises Inc.

34118011, 35118011 (W)

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 21:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

11/11

32114011, 35114011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 11:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

8/15

AU/4		
21135011, 35135011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education

9/17

Health Care Conference

32119011, 35119011

11/8

CFO/Controllers’ Roadmap to Success: Integrated
Planning, Forecasting and Budgeting

8/15

9/26

AU/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

11/20

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Aug. 1: $229/$329

See course listing under Accounting.

AU/4		
33126011, 35126011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

Fraud Update: Detecting and Preventing the Top
Ten Fraud Schemes

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 17: $119/$219 (L),
$75/$175 (W)

$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 25:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

CFO Series: Strategy and Critical Thinking Skills

12/12

Latest Developments in Government and
Nonprofit Accounting and Auditing

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 22:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

FAE’s Auditing Update

8/22

11/7

FAE’s Compilation, Review and Preparation of
Financial Statements Update

AU/4		
21142011, 35142011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 25:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

8/16

Fraud Basics: Protecting the Company Till

AU/4		
33124011, 35124011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$169/$269 (L), $100/200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 26:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

The New Yellow Book: Government Auditing
Standards, 2018 Revision
AU/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32116011, 35116011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 21:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

Real-World Fraud Found in Governments and
Not-for-Profits

32117011, 35117011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 22:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

12/2

Annual Update for Controllers
AU/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

Surgent’s Top 10 Tax Topics This Year

$279/$379 L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 21:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/17

FAE’s Auditing Update

AU/4		
21141012, 35141012 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 26:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

12/17

FAE’s Compilation, Review and Preparation of
Financial Statements Update

AU/4		
21142012, 35142012 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 26:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

ETHICS
8/20

FAE’s Ethics Update for Members in Business

E/4		
21303011, 35303011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 30:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

8/20

FAE’s Ethics Update for Public Practice

11/12

AU/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 21:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

32203011, 35203011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 11:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

12/6

Advanced Concepts in SSARS and Nonattest
Services: Are You Certain You Are in Compliance?

AU/8		
33132011, 35132011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 15:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

E/4		
21302011, 35302011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 30:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

12/13

FAE’s Ethics Update for Members in Business

E/4		
21303012, 35303012 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 22:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

12/13

FAE’s Ethics Update for Public Practice

E/4		
21302012, 35302012 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 22:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)
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SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
9/26

Health Care Conference

See course listing under Accounting.

TAXATION
8/8

Taxation of Real Estate Investments After TCJA

T/8		
34641011, 35641011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Tax Educators Network, Inc.
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through July 18:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249(W)

9/24

The Complete Guide to Payroll Taxes and 1099 Issues
T/8		
33607011, 35607011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 3:
$229/$329 (L, $149/$249 (W)

9/24

This Year’s Best Income Tax, Estate Tax and
Financial-Planning Ideas

T/8		
33627011, 35627011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 3:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

9/25

Surgent’s Annual Tax-Planning Guide for S
Corporations, Partnerships, and LLCs

T/8		
33628011, 35628011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 4:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

10/24

Critical Issues Involving Taxation of Construction
Contractors

T/4		
33610011, 35610011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 3:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

10/24

The Top Five Tax Issues in Dealing with LLCs
and Partnerships

T/4		
33611011, 35611011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 3:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

10/30

The Best S Corporation, Limited Liability
and Partnership Update Course by Surgent

T/8		
33617011, 35617011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 9:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

10/31

The Best Individual Income Tax Update Course
by Surgent
T/8		
33618011, 35618011
(W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 10:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

11/8

Slashing Taxes for Your Small Business Clients:
Corporations, Partnerships, and LLCs
T/8		
14 Wall Street
AICPA

32602011, 35602011 (W)

$279/$379/$249/$349 (L), $199/$299/$169/$269 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 18:
$229/$329/$199/$299 (L), $149/$249/$119/$219 (W)

11/13

The Complete Trust Workshop

T/8		
33619011, 35619011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 23:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

11/14

Surgent’s Annual Tax-Planning Guide for
S Corporations, Partnerships and LLCs

T/8		
33620011, 35620011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 24:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

11/15

The Complete Guide to Liquidation of Business
Entities

T/8		
33621011, 35621011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 25:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

11/25

Social Security and Medicare: Planning for
You and Your Clients

T/8		
33625011, 35625011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 4:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

11/26

Surgent’s Advanced Individual Income Tax
Return Issues

T/8		
33626011, 35626011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 5:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/2

Five Critical Issues that CPAs in Industry
Will Need to Face This Year
See course listing under Accounting.

12/2

Getting Ready for Busy Season: Key Changes
Every Tax Practitioner Should Know

T/4		
33627011, 35627011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$169/$269 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 11:
$119/$219 (L), $75/$175 (W)

12/3

Forms 1120S and 1065 Return Review Boot Camp
for New and Experienced Reviewers

T/8		
33628011, 35628011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 12:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/5

Real Estate Tax Boot Camp

T/8		
33629011, 35629011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 14:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/5

Audits of 401(k) Plans: New Developments and
Critical Issues

T/8		
33131011, 35131011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 14:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/6

Surgent’s Comprehensive Guide to Tax
Depreciation, Expensing, and Property
Transactions

T/8		
33630011, 35630011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)

Early-Bird prices through Nov. 15:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/9

Federal Income Tax Update Workshop—Business
Entities

T/8		
34642011, 35642011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Tax Educators Network, Inc.
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 18:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/10

Federal Income Tax Update Workshop—Individual
Clients
T/8		
34643011, 35643011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Tax Educators Network, Inc.
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 19:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/16

Form 1065 Boot Camp: Step-by-Step
Preparation with Completed Forms

T/8		
33636011, 35636011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (W), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 25:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)

12/17

Preparing Individual Tax Returns for New Staff
and Paraprofessionals

T/8		
33637011, 35637011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 26:
$229/$329 (L), $149/$249 (W)
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12/20

The Best Individual Income Tax Update Course
by Surgent

T/8		
33640011, 35640011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 29: $229/$329 (L),
$149/$249 (W)

FIELDS OF STUDY TO BE
ANNOUNCED
10/16

Business and Industry Conference

TBD		
25100011, 35100011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$149/$249 (L), $100/$200 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Sept. 25:
$99/$199 (L), $50/$150 (W)

10/29

Digital Assets Conference

TBD
25272011, 35272011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$199/$299 (L), $150/$250 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 1:
$149/$249 (L), $100/$200 (W)

11/6

Cannabis Conference

TBD		
25809011, 35809011 (W)
Baruch College
Foundation for Accounting Education
$300/$400
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 16: $250/$350

11/7

Tax Planning for Individuals Conference

T/8		
25620012, 35620012 (W)
Baruch College
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 17:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

11/20

Anti-Money Laundering Conference

TBD		
25130011, 35130011 (W)
Baruch College
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 30:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

11/21

Alternative Investment Fund Conference

TBD		
25305011, 35305011(W)
Baruch College
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 31:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

12/3

Real Estate/Construction Contractors
Conference

Estate and Life Planning Issues for the
Middle-Income Client

TBD
25555011, 35555011 (W) (RE Track),
35537011 (W) (CC Track)
The Graduate Center/CUNY
Foundation for Accounting Education

$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 27: $229/$329 (L),
$149/$249 (W)

12/6
IRS Practice and Procedures Conference

12/18

T/8		
33638011, 35638011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

12/19

The Best S Corporation, Limited Liability
and Partnership Update

T/8		
33639011, 35639011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$279/$379 (L), $199/$299 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 28: $229/$329 (L),
$149/$249 (W)

$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 12:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

TBD		
25609111, 35609111 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$300/$400 (L), $250/$350 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 15:
$250/$350 (L), $200/$300 (W)
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12/10

Partnerships and LLCs Taxation Conference

TBD		
25614011, 35614011 (W)
14 Wall Street
Foundation for Accounting Education
$300/$400 (L), $250/$350 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 19: $250/$350 (L),
$200/$300 (W)

12/11

New York and Tri-State Taxation Conference

TBD		
25612011, 35612011 (W)
TKP New York Convention Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$300/$400 (L), $250/$350 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 20:
$250/$350 (L), $200/$300 (W)

12/17

Exempt Organizations Conference

TBD		
25507011, 35507011 (W)
Location TBA
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 26:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

1/16/20

42nd Annual Nonprofit Conference

TBD		
25550011, 35550011 (W)
New York Marriott Marquis at Times Square
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Dec. 26:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

1/23/20

Personal Financial Planning Conference

TBD		
25275011, 35275011 (W)
Baruch College
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Jan. 2, 2020:
$335/$435 (L), $250/$350 (W)

1/30/20

International Taxation Conference

TBD		
25610011, 35610011 (W)
Baruch College
Foundation for Accounting Education
$385/$485 (L), $300/$400 (W)
Early-Bird prices through Dec. 27: $335/$435 (L),
$250/$350 (W)

NORTHEAST

11/14

Leases: Mastering the New FASB Requirements
(Albany)
AC/8			32105041
Hilton Albany
AICPA
$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 24:
$229/$329/$199/$299

AUDITING
FAE’S Auditing Update (Albany)

AU/4			21138041
Hilton Albany
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 22: $119/$219

11/12

FAE’S Compilation, Review and Preparation of
Financial Statements Update (Albany)
AU/4			21145041
Hilton Albany
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 22: $119/$219

ETHICS
11/21

FAE’S Ethics Update for Members in Business
(Albany)
E/4			21307041
Hilton Albany
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 24: $119/$219

Revenue Recognition: Mastering the New FASB
Requirements (Albany)
AC/8			32104041
Hilton Albany
AICPA
$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 23:
$229/$329/$199/$299

TBD		
25550071
Rochester Airport Marriott
Foundation for Accounting Education

$385/$485
Early-Bird prices through Dec. 20: $335/$435

SUFFOLK

ACCOUNTING
11/20

FAE’s Nonprofit Workshop with Allen Fetterman
AC/5, AU/2, T/1 		
21113031
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 30: $229/$329

12/3

U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry

AC/8			32106021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
AICPA
$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 12:
$229/$329/$199/$299

11/20

FAE’s Nonprofit Workshop with Allen Fetterman
See course listing under Accounting.

Securing a Comfortable Retirement in the
Age of Spending (Albany)

AU/4 			21139021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
Foundation for Accounting Education

8/9

Securing a Comfortable Retirement in the
Age of Spending (Albany)
See course listing under Specialized Knowledge.

10/25

Critical Issues Involving Taxation of
Construction Contractors (Albany)

T/4			33613041
Hilton Albany
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 4: $119/$219

10/28

The Complete Gide to Payroll Taxes and
1099 Issues (Albany)

T/8			33615041
Hilton Albany
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 7: $229/$329

See course listing under Accounting.

12/9

The Best S Corporation, Limited Liability and
Partnership Update Course by Surgent
T/8			33621021
Four Points by Sherat on Melville
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 18: $229/$329

12/10

The Best Individual Income Tax Update Course
by Surgent
T/8			33632021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 19: $229/$329

SYRACUSE

ACCOUNTING
10/30

U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry

AC/8			32155051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
AICPA

11/1

12/4

SK/4, T/4			33606041
Hilton Albany
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

FAE’s Nonprofit Workshop with Allen Fetterman

AC/8			32107021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
AICPA

Leases: Mastering the New FASB Requirements

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
8/9

11/20

$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 9:
$229/$329/$199/$299

AUDITING

$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 24: $119/$219

TAXATION

12/5

E/4			21306041
Hilton Albany
Foundation for Accounting Education

FAE’S Ethics Update for Public Practice (Albany)

TAXATION

11/13

42nd Annual Nonprofit Conference

11/21

U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry
(Albany)

$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 21:
$229/$329/$199/$299

1/9/20

$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 14:
$229/$329/$199/$299

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through July 19: $229/$329

AC/8			32110041
Hilton Albany
AICPA

FIELDS OF STUDY TO BE
ANNOUNCED

11/12

ACCOUNTING
11/11

ROCHESTER

FAE’s Auditing Update

$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 13: $119/$219

12/4

FAE’s Compilation: Review and Preparation
of Financial Statements Update

AU/4 			21146021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
Foundation for Accounting Education

$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 13: $119/$219

ETHICS
12/6

FAE’s Ethics Update for Members in Business

E/4			21311021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 8: $119/$219

12/6

FAE’s Ethics Update for Public Practice

E/4			21310021
Four Points by Sheraton Melville
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 8: $119/$219

FAE’s Financial Statement Disclosures for
Small to Medium-Sized Businesses

AC/8			21149051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 11: $229/$329

12/12

Leases: Mastering the New FASB Requirements
AC/8			32109031
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
AICPA
$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 21:
$229/$329/$199/$299

AUDITING
10/31

FAE’s Auditing Update

AU/4 			21136051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 10: $119/$219

10/31

FAE’s Compilation, Review and Preparation
of Financial Statements Update

AU/4 			21143051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 10: $119/$219

TAXATION
10/23

Surgent’s Comprehensive Guide to Tax
Depreciation, Expensing, and Property
Transactions

T/8			33608051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 2: $229/$329
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10/24

Mastering the Fundamentals of Estate and
Gift Tax Planning

T/8			33612051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 3: $229/$329

10/29

Real Estate Tax Boot Camp

T/8			33616051
Crowne Plaza Hotel Syracuse
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 8: $229/$329

ETHICS
11/22

FAE’s Ethics Update for Members in Business

E/4			21309031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 25: $119/$219

11/22

FAE’s Ethics Update for Public Practice

E/4			21308031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Foundation for Accounting Education
$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 25: $119/$219

WESTCHESTER

TAXATION

11/19

The Complete Guide to Liquidation of
Business Entities

ACCOUNTING

FAE’s Nonprofit Workshop with Allen Fetterman
AC/5, AU/2, T/1 		
21112031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Foundation for Accounting Education
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 29: $229/$329

AUDITING
11/19

FAE’s Nonprofit Workshop with Allen Fetterman
See course listing under Accounting.

12/9

Auditing Not-for-Profit Entities: Superior Skills
for an Effective and Efficient Audit
AU/8			33133031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

10/23

T/8			33609031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 2: $229/$329

11/19

FAE’s Nonprofit Workshop with Allen Fetterman
See course listing under Accounting.

T/8			33623031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC
$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Oct. 31: $229/$329

12/10

T/8			33633031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$279/$379/$249/$349
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 19:
$229/$329/$199/$299

12/10

Winning the Fraud Battle in the 21st Century:
Prevention and Detection
AU/8			33134031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 19: $229/$329

12/11

FAE’s Auditing Update

AU/4			21140031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Foundation for Accounting Education

$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 20: $119/$219

12/11

FAE’s Compilation, Review and Preparation
of Financial Statements Update

AU/4			21147031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Foundation for Accounting Education

Your Team. Your Office. FAE Expertise.

Federal Estate and Gift Tax Return Boot Camp

12/11

AC/8			32108031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
AICPA

▼

CTS

11/21

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 18: $229/$329

U.S. GAAP Review for Business and Industry

CUSTOMIZED
TRAINING
SOLUTIONS

The Best S Corporation, Limited Liability
and Partnership Update

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 20: $229/$329

12/12

The Best Individual Income Tax Update Course
by Surgent
T/8			33635031
Crowne Plaza White Plains Downtown
Surgent McCoy CPE, LLC

$279/$379
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 21: $229/$329

STAFF TRAINING—
YOUR WAY
What knowledge does your team need to take
your organization to the next level? Whether
it’s a specialized topic or a complete training
program, the NYSSCPA’s Foundation for
Accounting Education (FAE) can help. We work
closely with you to best fit your team’s needs.

✓ Engaging sessions by subject matter experts
✓ On-site and online class options
✓ NASBA and NYSED certified CPE
✓ Custom content to fit your needs
✓ A&A. Ethics. Tax. Advisory Services.

$169/$269
Early-Bird prices through Nov. 20: $119/$219

Start Planning Today at nysscpa.org/CTS
Contact: Kelly Colvin at cts@nysscpa.org
or 212.719.8376
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PENALTIES? ASSESSMENTS?
Workers' Compensation?
Independent Contractor Status?
Department of Labor Penalties?
Wages - Hours - Overtime Issues?
Unemployment Insurance Taxes?

Do You Have Any of These Issues?

Can Help!
NYS DOL UI DIVISION – Manufacturer assessed $212K for UI taxes after
exiting PEO. Arnold Standard results: UI refund of $135K; UI Reserve
Account Balance positive $204K. UI Tax Rate lowered from 9.5% to 2.1% on
$2MM of annual taxable payroll. Savings in excess of $600,000.
US DOL WAGE & HOUR DIVISION– Distributor assessed in excess of
$575K for alleged wage and hour violations. Arnold Standard results of appeal:
Assessment lowered signiﬁcantly. Savings in excess of $300,000.
NYS WCB – Homeowner with Domestic Worker assessed penalty of $50,000.
Arnold Standard results of appeal:
Settled for $2,500.
Savings of $47,500.
NYS WCB – Construction ﬁrm
assessed penalty of $83,000.
Arnold Standard results of appeal:
Settled for $3,500.
Savings of $79,500.
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